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Presidential nominee Bill Bradley speaks to Rolla
by Tracia West
News Writer

Last Thursday, Feb. 4, Former
U.S. Senator Bill Bradley spoke as the
twenty-first performer in the Remmers Lecture Series. Following a
press conference,the program began at
7:30 p.m. in the Gale-Bullman MultiPurpose Building.
Lasting approxamately an hour
and a half, the program commenced
with the posting of the colors by the
Air Force and Amry ROTC. Music
student Mary Ann Peaslee led the
audience in the National Anthem,
while the UMR band, directed by Don
Miller, provided music. UMR Chan---~ cellor John T. Park, UMR Student
MeN
Council President Karl Schmitt, and
Assn.,
University of Missouri System President Manuel T. Pacheco all welcomed
:SG-5
the audience and introduced Bradley.
Bill Bradley's address was titled
"America, The Path Ahead." He used
many anecdotes from his experiences
to deliver his message. "We live in a
E----l time of enormous change," Bradley
said, "and it's important to see how
'--_ _-; that affects our leadership in the

world."
U.S. Olympic Team and received a was awarded a Rhoades Scholarship
Bradley pointedly spoke of gold medal after a difficult win over to attend Oxford University's graduchanges in America's economy in the the Russian team. He graduated with ate school.
last decade, and how America had honors from Princeton in 1965 and
After college, Bradley signed on
been affected by the
with the New York
Asian
economic
Knicks pro-basketball
crisis. He spoke of
team, where he played
tee h n 0 log i c a I
starting
forward.
change, as well as
Twice during those
financial reforms.
years the Knicks
Perhaps Bradl'ey's
earned the
NBA
most
important
c h am p ion s hip.
issue was family.
Bradley also served in
Citing examples of
the Air Force Reserve
parents with two
from 1967 to 1978
jobs each, he quesand was promoted to
tioned what was
first lieutenant.
happening with the
Bradley went on
country's children.
to serve in the U.S.
0 rig ina II y
Senate for 18 years.
from Crystal City
Representing democMissouri,
Bill
rats from New Jersey,
Bradley attended
he served on the SenPrinceton Universiate Finance Committy,
where
he
tee, the Energy and
Natural
Resources
received the basket- Former
ball All-American
Committee, and the
title three times. fields a question at last Thursday's press conference. Special Committee on
Bradley played bas- Approximately 1000 people attended the ensuing lecture. Aging.
ketball for the 1964
photo by Allan Annaert
During his career,

Bradley wrote four books, "Life on
the Run," "The Fair Tax," "Time Present, Time Past," and "Values of the
Game."
This January, Bradley decided to
seek the presidential nomination from
the Democratic Party. During his
presentation Thursday night, he presented many of his opinions pertaining to America.
After the speech, Mr. Bradley
answered questions from the audience
for approxamately half an hour. Students, faculty, and Rolla citizens
asked about everything from his
upcoming campaign to social security
to his basketball carreer.
The
Remmers
Special
Artist/Lecturer Series was established
in 1976 to support lecturers, artists,
and various performers on the UMR
campus.
Former speakers have
included Colin Powell, Charles
Kuralt, Margaret Thatcher, and Henry
Kissinger. Several musicians have
also played as part of this series.
UMR alumnus Walter E. Remmers
(1903-1996) and his wife, Miriam,
established a fund to support continued performances.
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an
of the design of the new Butler
Eng
ing depicts the southeast view from the corner of Pine and 14th. The south section of the building will house the faculty and
staff offices as well as the new classrooms. The east section to the right of the photo houses the highbay structures lab.
The entrance in the center leads to the Fred and June Kumer atrium.
photo courtesy of the UMR Civil Engineering webpage
by Allan Annaert
The University of Missouri
Board of Curators met on January 29
to approve the construction on the
Butler-Carlton Civil Engineering
building. The Curators met on the
campus of the University of Missouri
- St. Louis to decide upon the $22.8
million plan. The plan was overwhelmingly approved.
!1!1Q!t!!!~
The plan, which was drawn by
Hastings and Chivetta Architects Inc.

of St. Louis, calls for the renovation
of the existing 43,000 square feet and
the addition of almost 102,000 square
feet. To allow for use during construction, the work will happen in two
phases. The first phase, construction
on the north side of the ex isting building, will begin immediately and is
expected to be finished in September
2000. The second phase, renovation.
and construction on the south side,
will start in the summer of 2000 and
be completed two years later.
The building, when completed,

will be large enough to contain almost
all of the Civil Engineering department's projects.
Dr. Joel Burken, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, pointed
out that the new building "will bring
all the environmental labs and most of
the structures labs in to one building."
There will be a high-bay structures lab
that will be able to accommodate all
but the largest projects.
Much thought has gone into the
aesthetics of the new building. Many
students and faculty consider the cur-

rent building unattractive. The finished building will be focused around
the Fred and June Kummer Atrium.
The new building should also help the
department draw students to its program. As Dr. Burken put it, "a shiny
new build ing with all new facil ities, it
makes sense it will help recruiting."
The Civil department plans on
keeping it's website (http : / / www..J
.umr . edu/-civil/building)
constantly updated. Future pages will
show progress reports and pictures of
the construction.
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~ellowship

award

being considered
•
The first C. Brice Ratchford
Memorial Fellowship will be awarded this spring to a University of Missouri facu lty member who personifies the ideals and life work of the
late UM president emeri tus and
extension director.
" Dr. Ratchford 's lifelong commitment to the land-grant mission
and to making the resources of the
total University accessible to citizens
was exemplary, and through this fellowship, his vision will live on," said
Ron Turner, UM executive vice president and director of cooperative
extension.
Nominations for the $5 ,000 fellowship may be made by any member of the University community.
Nominations must be submitted to
the executive vice president's office
by March I.
The Ratchford Fellow will be
named by the Board of Curators,
based on the president's recommendation. The president will be advised
by a Universitywide panel, chaired
by Turner.
The nomination guidelines are
available on the University Outreach
and
Extension
website
at
http:/ /outreach.missour~
i.edu/about /Ratchford/g~

uidelines.html .

5 lJ mphonlJ performs
~ebruarlJ 14
•
The University of MissouriRolla Symphony Band will perform
its first concert of 1999 Sunday, Feb.
14, in Leach Theatre of UMR's
Castleman Hall , 10th and Main
streets. The Valentine's Day concert,
which begins at 2 p.m. , is free and
open to the public.
Music from 20th century composers, including Pulitzer Prize winner William Schuman, will be fea-

tured. The symphony band is
under the direction of Donald
Miller, director of bands and
orchestra at UMR
For more information about the
concert, contact Miller at (573) 3414698 or call the UMR performing
arts program at (573) 341-4185 .

I

U

MR

agrees to

partnership
•
The UMR and the City of St.
Louis have agreed to a partnership
that will help the city improve its
infrastructure while providing educational opportunities for UMR students.
The
partnering agreement
between UMR and the city, was formally approved Wednesday, Feb. 3,
during a signing ceremony at St.
Louis City Hall. Dr. Robert Mitchell,
dean of UMR's School of Engineering, and SI. Louis Mayor Clarence
Harmon both signed the agreement.
Others attending the signing
ceremony were Ernest Harrell, president of the St. Louis Board of Public
Service; Philip Hoge, executive
director of St. Louis Development
Corp. ; Otis Williams, director of special projects-housing for the city; and
representatives of several other city
agencies.
Dr. James Koch, who has been
coordinating UMR interaction with
the city, also attended the ceremony.
"The mayor expressed his
pleasure about our agreement and the
importance of our working together,"
said Mitchell. "UMR is the largest
supplier of high-tech college graduates to St. Louis. We want to attract
the students of St. Louis to engineering careers so they can contribute to
society's needs and challenges. We
want to enhance the economic development of the city and region
through education and the application of new technologies."
The agreement calls for UMR
and St. Louis officials to work
together on infrastructure engineering issues, research and development

Campus newsbriefs and
announcements
efforts, economic development and
engineering training programs,
including an internship program to
encourage students to enter publicsector engineering.
In a follow up meeting with city
officials, Mitchell discussed specific
projects that could be implemented
over the coming year.

Geological societlJ
auction March

•
The C. L. Dake Geological
Society at UMR will hold its spring
auction on Saturday, March 6, at V.
H. McNutt Hall on the campus of
UMR. Registration begins at 9 a.m.,
the children's auction begins at 12
p.m. , and the action will be held from
1-4 p.m.
The auction is open to faculty,
staff, students and the general public.
A variety of rocks, minerals, fossils,
and artifacts will be available for
bidding.

BroadwalJ

musical

comes to UMR
•
The UMR production of
"Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" will open Thursday,
March 4, and run through Sunday,
March 7. Tickets for the musical are
$6 for general admission and $4 for
students. For more ticket information
please call (573) 341-4219.
Rolla resident Monica DuPaix
is the show's narrator. UMR sophomore Aaron Beatty, an engineering
management major from Highlandville, Mo., plays the lead role of
Joseph. Other student cast members
include: senior Ken Grant, a computer science major from St. Louis; senior Kenton Williston, an electrical

I

Chi Omega to host
spaghetti dinner
•

On Sunday, February 21, Chi

Omega will host its seventh annual
spaghetti dinner, with all proceeds
donated to St. Jude's Research Hospital.
St. Jude's cares for children
with cancer, at "no charge to the family. The benefit dinner will run from
12-7 p.m., at the Chi Omega house,
1607 Pine.
The cost of each dinner is $3 .50,
and includes real Italian Spaghetti,
authentic garlic bread, dessert, and
drinks. Tickets can be purchased in
advance by stopping by Chi Omega
or calling 364-8989.
Tickets wirr also be available
the day of the dinner. Also, T-shirts
will be avai lable to order, commemorating this event.
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Undergraduate students are
encouraged to apply for participation
in the 1999-2000 Opportunities for
Undergraduate Research Experience
(OURE) program.
Salaries will be set by the cam·
pus guidelines for undergraduate pay
to a limit of $1 ,000 ($500 during the
period of research). One-half of the
salary is paid when the research
prjecI begins and one-hald is paid
after the final report has been
approved by the OURE faculty advi·

yManavMisr.
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Research projects may be com·
pleted during the summer months
and students may obtain credit for
participating in this program. A
grade point average of 2.50 is
required to participate in this program. The deadline for submitting
applications is March 19, 1999.
Selection of participants will be
made on or before April 16, 1999.
Additional information on this
research opportunity is available
from the Academic Affairs home
page (http://www.umr.edu/J
-ac-afrs/oure .html).
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engineering major from
Kansas City, Mo.; sophomore C lint Collins, a computer science major from
Centralia, Mo.; senior Tim Cunningham, a mechanical engineering
major from Sterling, III.; sophomore
Aaron Groff, an engineering major
from Union, Mo.; freshman Andy
Hart, a chemical engineering major
from Neshanic, N.J.; and sophomore
Julio Montes, an electrical engineering major from Kansas City, Mo.
The cast is under the direction
of John Woodfin, director of theatre
atUMR.
The story follows the timeless
biblical tale of Joseph, a boy who is
sold into slavery by his brothers over
their jealousy of his beautiful multicolored coat. After running afoul of
Potiphar 's greedy wife and suffering
mightily, Joseph eventuallx wins the
pharaoh's confidence and ' becomes
one of the most powerful men in
Egypt. When his brothers come
looking for a handout, they no longer
recognize him. But the story ends
with the reconciliation of the sons of
Israel.
The show, which originally hit
America in 1976, was the first production at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music. The 1981 revival (with Bill
Hutton and, later, David Cassidy)
started out off-Broadway and played
824 performances. In the early
1990s, Joseph-mania began all over
again with the London revival followed by a series of Canadian and
American revivals with Donny
Osmond and Michael Damian. The
success of the revivals eventually
took the show back to New York,
where it was well-received.
The 'March 4-6 performances of
"Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" at UMR will begin at
8 p.m. The Sunday show will start at
2 p.m.
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On Jan. 29, the Board of Curators
for the University of Missouri System
enacted a new anti-discrimination policy.
The new policy entailed a revision of Executive Order 3, which
states that the University of Missouri
strictly prohibits discrimination on
any factor other than performance.
The issue began with students
protesting that the non-discrimination
policy should include the term "sexual orientation" among those classifications protected in the federal requirement. The Intercampus Student Council Board of University of MissouriColumbia, University of MissouriKansas City, University of MissouriSaint Louis and University of Missouri-Rolla passed resolutions revising the policy to include the term. The
Student Board presented the resolutions to the Board of Curators, which
in tum gave the issue over to University of Missouri System President
Manuel T. Pacheco.
The UM Board approved, by a
vote of 6-2, to amend Executive Order

3, first implemented by Pacheco 's
precedent Mel George, and make it
the new UM policy.
While the words "sexual orientation" were not added, Pacheco
believes that the category, as well as
the other categories not associated
with performance, are encompased in
the policy. "Discriminatory practices
based on reasons not expressly
addressed by state or federal laws,
such as sexual orientation, which are
not related to e<!ucational or work
requirements, are also prohibited,"
Pacheco said.
According to the Board of Curator policy on maintaining a positive
work and learning environment,
"Chancellors are expected to provide
educational programs and otherwise
direct resources to creative and serious meas~res designed to improve
interpersonal relationships, to help
develop healthy attitudes toward different kinds of people, and to foster a
climate in which students are treated
as individuals rather than as members
of a particular category of people."
In the effort of "maintaining a
positive work and learning environment", John T. Park, Chancellor of

UMR said UMR has begun to review
its own policy. According to Park
"UMR will not condone discrimina
tion toward any member of the UMR
community of students, faculty and
staff. As an individual, every person
deserves respect from the rest of th
UMR community. Each individua
will be judged only on the basis 0
their performance and actions."
Park also stated, " Anyone who
feels that they have been treated in a
discriminatory manner or have wit
nessed or been involved in a discrimi
nating situation on any basis should
utilize the grievance procedures avail
able to them. All complaints of dis
crimination are to be brought to the
attention of the Affirmative Action
Officer. Trained Equality Aids 0
diverse backgrounds are available to
advise any person who feels they hav
been treated in a discriminatory man
nero In addition, the following
offices/groups have trained individu
als who are available to listen and help
in confidence: Student Affairs, Inter
national Affairs, Affirmative Action
Office, MESP, CPPD, Student Co un
cil."
Joseph F. Schmidberger, Vice

Earthquake research institute established
by Manav Misra
News Writer
A new student organization, officially known as the University of Missouri-Rolla Chapter of the Earthquake
Engineering Research Institute or
EERJIUMR has been established.
The EERJlUMR will give UMR
students the opportunity to become
involved in the practice of earthquake
engineering and the solution of
national earthquake engineering problems. The organization is affiliated
with the Earthquake Engineering

Research Institute-New Madrid Chapter.
The
objectives
of
the
EERJlUMR chapter are to encourage
student interest in the advancement of
the science and the practice of earthquake engineering and the solution of
national earthquake engineering problems to protect people and property
from the effects of earthquakes, and to
develop an awareness of EERJ.
The national EERJ was founded
in 1949 and boasts a broad range of
membership including engineers,
architects, public officials, social sci-

entists and planners. They are best
known for field investigations and
reconnaissance reports detailing the
effects of destructive earthquakes.
Regular membership is limited
to UMR undergraduate and graduate
stu~ents.
Associate membership is
limited to UMR faculty and staff
members.
All members receive a monthly
newsletter and EERJ's quarterly professional journal, Earthquake Spectra.
Additional special reports and journals are also sent out as investigations
are conducted.

MP3 spells big trouble for record industry
by P.J. Huffstutter
LA Times/Washlngton Post
Until the moment Katie, 14,
turns on her computer, the high
school freshman is the recording
industry's dream. She is from an
upper middle-class family in Los
Angeles, has a healthy allowance, a
curiosity about the latest tunes and a
brother who works for Epic
Records.
But when Katie slips in front of
her PC and logs on to the Internet,
she becomes the $40 billion recording industry'S greatest fear.
" I get all my songs in (America
Online) chat rooms," said Katie ... I
don't buy albums anymore. I get my
singles for free."
What alarms music executives
is the simplicity of it all. Go to any
search engine on the World Wide
Web and punch in "MP3," the name
of a compression technology that
allows computer users to quickly
download free, CD-quality songs.
Occasionally,
the
search
uncovers songs legitimately up for

sale by record companies, who will
take a credit card number and allow
the user to download a song.
But most often, people discover one of the thousands of Web sites
offering pirated songs by wellknown artists.
How big is this? A fter the word
"sex," the phrase " MP3" is the most
popular term searched on the World
Wide Web, according to research by
SearchTerms.com.
Despite ties to the software
hacker scene, music pirates on the
Net are not just disenfranchised
teen-age boys. They are medical students, high school athletes, 14-yearold girls who live in quiet suburban
neighBorhoods.
And they are scaring the
recording industry so badly, it is
doing what was once unimaginable:
waging war against young fans.
For the last two years, the
Recording Industry Association of
America has been working to shut
down MP3 Web sites that house
pirated songs and has been sending
legal warni ngs and " informative"

letters to site operators and university administrators.
It also launched a national campaign designed to scare college students away from MP3 piracy and
persuade universities to take a
stronger stance against pupils who
use their campus accounts to swap
these files.
So far, at least three college students have been expelled and others
suspended over this, Recording
Industry Association officials say.
"When it comes to music
pirates on the Internet, we will find
them and shut them down," said
Cary Shennan, senior executive vice
president and general counsel for the
association.
" Somehow, some way, kids
need to be taught that what they' re
doing is illegal and, in our opinion,
immoral."
School officials, seeing a rise in
MP3 cases, seem eager to comply.
Over the past year, Texas A&M has
placed students on deferred probation, whi lethe University oITexas at
Austin has suspended one person.

President of External Affairs for Student Council and Intercampus Student
Council Chairman, believes that the
new policy is a positive maneuver. "If
put into perspective, the new policy is
a good thing. It's a definite step in the
right direction."
Schmidberger also does not
believe that the issue will go away. " I
think there will still be a push for [the
sexual discrmination clause] . I also
think that there is a possibility for
change. Until then, the Intercampus
Student Council Board will keep
working towards a resolution."
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3. COO TO CLASS.
Put Mail Boxes Etc. at the top of your ''To Do" list
this semester. With a copy account you get black
& white copies as low as $.04/copy. 24 Hour
Access Available with small key deposit.

Laminating, Binding, Transparencies Available Too!
Southside Shoppers World
1028 South Highway 63
Rolla. MO 65401

573-364-0006 phone
573-3640007 fax

'~.r-----------~------------~~------------__,
12TH & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

St. Louis Blues
Hockey Trip
Feb. 13
$35 per person
includes bus and ticket
For more info call the
Grotto
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO.
OHBABY! !!

T.ACOS c:b B~R.H.:J:TOS
Friday 11 :30-2:00
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Nasa launch es comet probe Stardu st

Show someone you care with flowers
and hearts and, of course, Pooh bear!
This adorable arrangement is the
perfect way to celebrate love and
friendship this Valentine's Day.
The FTo- Hearts and HU9S' Bouquet
makes a versatile Valentine for your
friends, family, spouse or sweetheart.

Send the FlD" Hearts and Hugs"
Bouquet for Valentine's Day,
February 14.
From $39.99

Boeing cancel s supers onic jet project

Open
Sunday

9-3
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Sun ny Wall Flowers
1107 Pine St.
ORDER EARLY

364-3161
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Notice
University Faculty, Staff and Retirees
Dr. Robert Marler is pleased to announce that
effective 1-20-99, he will be accepting the new
vision program offered through the University -Express Scripts, Value Rx Savings Program.
At the present time , Dr. Marler is the only local
office offering the full service program, including discounts on examinations. Please call for
an appointment.

Dr. Marler's Vision Center
420 5. Bishop Rolla, MO

(57 3l3 64 - 7311

A Delta 2 rocket boosted NASA's Stardust probe into deep
space Sunday on a mission to fly through the dust storm trailing a
three-mile-wide comet and bring back samples for analysis.
If the seven-year voyage is successful, scientists will get a
first-hand look at some of the materials that gave birth to the solar
system, provided the water for Earth's oceans and presumably
seeded the planet with the organic building blocks of life.
Stardust began its long voyage Sunday at 4:04 p.m., delayed
24 hours because of a radar issue with the Delta 2 rocket. It was
smooth sailing Sunday.
The 850-pound Stardust probe should reach Comet Wild-2
on Jan. 2, 2004, passing within 100 miles or so of its icy nucleus.
The spacecraft, shielded to protect it from particles hitting at
14,000· mph, will collect bits of comet dust as it flies past. The
samples will be stored in a small re-entry pod and returned to
Earth on Jan. 15, 2006, for a parachute descent to a military compound in Utah.

After NASA poured an estimated $1.6 billion into a risky
effort to help Bo~ing Co. develop a revolutionary supersonic jetliner, the Seattle-based aerospace giant has decided not to build
it.
Officials at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration disclosed this week they have dropped the research program
from their $ 13 .6 billion budget for fiscal 2000. Even before federal officials cut off the money supply, Boeing had slashed its
involvement in the project.
With the withdrawal of Boeing, now America's only aircraft
manufacturer, there is no U.S. company to use the technology.
Blueprints and other work developed over the last decade will
now be housed in NASA archives, much of it hidden from the
view of the public and other potential aircraft builders.
Cancellation of the jetliner research represents a blow both to
NASA, which has a stated commitment to support the commercial
aircraft industry, and to air travelers, who now are unlikely to be
flying U.S. supersonic jets for decades.

u.S. econo my adds 245,000 jobs
The Labor Department, in the' latest affirmation of the economy's amazing vigor, reported Friday that U.S. employers kept
hiring at a very brisk pace last month and drove joblessness
among Latinos and African Americans to the lowest rate on
record.
Boosted by a surprisingly robust construction market, the
economy in January added 245,000 payroll jobs across a broad
spectrum of nonfarm industries. That was almost twice as many
new jobs as some economists expected.
The nation's overall jobless rate remained at 4.3 percent in
January, again matching a 28-year low posted last April. The
unemployment rate for people of Hispanic origin dropped a full
percentage point, to 6.6 percent, and the figure for blacks edged
down to 7.8 percent, almost a full percentage point below November.
While still relatively high, both rates are the lowest since the
government began tracking that data in the early 1970s, an4 they
suggest that the strong economy and demand for labor are r"!ching even some of the most hard-luck workers.

Y2K food shorta ges not expect ed
The Year 2000 computer problem will not cause widespread
food shortages in the United States, partly because many farmers
do not rely on automated systems and partly because large dolliestic companies will continue to operate in spite of the so-called
millennium bug, Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman said Friday.
Saying "there are some fear-mongers out there," Glickman
urged consumers to avoid stockpiling of food at the end of the
year. But he also acknowledged "there will be some glitches" that
could cause minor market disruptions, perhaps by region or by
food product.
In the "highly unlikely" event of a food shortage in any area,
Glickman indicated the government and industry would intervene. Contingency plans to address shortages are being developed
by the Agriculture Department, the Federal Emergency Management Agency and a White House council coordinating Y2K
issues, he said.
The Y2K problem stems from the inability of some comput·
ers to correctly recognize dates after Dec. 31, possibly causing
them to malfunction or stop operating.
Information complied from LA-Times Wasbington Post
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Impeachment winners & losers
by James M. Klurfeld
LA TimesiWashington Post
With the end in sight, this seemed the right
moment to muse a bit about who the winners
and losers are in the Clinton impeachment.
Just one problem, however. I'm not sure
there are any winners.
Watergate, in contrast, had clear winners
such as fonner Sen. Howard Baker, Judge John
Sirica, Rep. Peter Rodino and Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein, all people who rose to the
occasion. And the losers, in addition to Richard
Nixon, were the likes of H.R. Haldeman and
John Ehrlichman.
But, with the notable exception of New
York Rep. Peter King, a Republican, almost
everybody who has touched this thing has been
diminished. Oh, I could give you a list of the
villains starting with Kenneth Starr and including every Republican on the House Judiciary
Committee. (During the House hearings, I'd
playa game each night as I drove home trying
to decide who was the most detestable of the
group. Bob Barr of Georgia won every time.)
But who are the heroes? Which ones come out
of this better than they went in?
Part of the problem is that defending President Clinton isn't a noble job. His supporters
are reduced to saying: Yes, he's a sleazebag, but
he doesn't deserve the political equivalent of the
electric chair. Not exactly a way to capture
glory. In fact, Clinton's biggest asset is the
downright meanness of his opposition. Not
only is there the snarling Barr, but behind him
is the evil man pulling all the strings, Rep. Tom
Delay, R-Texas, who has made his livingand his political reputation - as im extenninator.
It was he who almost single-handedly
transfonned this impeachment into a viciously
partisan and self-righteous exercise. This is all
about "relativism versus absolute values," he
declared during the House hearings. The
zealotry just flows from there. Clinton is a disgrace to the White House. But Delay is a danger to the country.
Peter King is a hero because he's one of
the few to go against type and against his party.
Nobody who knows him can doubt his conservative credentials. I've tangled with him on policy issues more than once and will again in the
future, I'm sure. But he had a conviction that
Clinton's transgressions do not rise to the level
of impeachable offenses, and he stuck to the
conviction even as Delay made impeachment a
matter of party loyalty.
Sen. Joseph Liebennan, D-Conn., might

still emerge as the Howard Baker of this scandal. He was the first to take Clinton to task for
his immoral behavior and he has been a leader
in trying to find a bipartisan way out of the
quagmire. He is a quality person with a moral
compass.
Two of the House managers have
impressed me during the Senate trial: Rep. Asa
Hutchinson, R-Ark., and Rep. Lindsey Graham,
R-S.C. Hutchinson made by far the most cogent
and convincing presentation, on impeachment
Article II, obstruction ' of justice. Before his
presentation, most felt the more serious charge
against Clinton was peIjury - covered in Article I. Since then it has been obstruction. And
Graham has a Clintonesque ability to talk in a
folksy, clear manner that connects with people.
.of all the House managers, he appears to be the
least dogmatic, the most genuinely tom by the
pain this impeachment is causing the country.
Rep. Henry Hyde, R-III., chainnan of the
House Judiciary Committee, is the unsung villain of the impeachment story. Back in September, some of my Washington friends said not to
worry about Hyde, he would rise to the occasion. Wrong. He started off saying that
impeachment had to be bipartisan., and then not
only presided over but led a thoroughly partisan
impeachment He has done a great disservice to
the country. Sen . .Daniel Patrick Moynihan, DN.Y., in this week's New Yorker magazine, said
that Democratic unity in the Senate has avoided a coup d'etat. If Moynihan is right, and he
usually is, then it was Hyde and DeLay who led
the coup. And now Hyde is reduced to pleading
to his Senate Republican colleagues not to be
humiliated. He is.
Charles Ruff, the White House counsel,
has certainly enhanced his reputation as a
lawyer and a man of solid judgment. He has
displayed a quality sorely lacking in these proceedings: maturity. He has defended the president without resorting to hyperbole or trickery
and acknowledged Clinton's failings while still
protecting the presidenrs legal rights. If I ever
need defense, he is my first choice.
Hillary Rodham Clinton emerges a winner
- for now. She stood by lier man. Whether that
translates into future political support is problematical.
Of course, the No. I loser out of all this is
Clinton. The Republicans' fear that he will treat
an acquittal as a vindication is ridiculous. This
is your legacy, Mr. President: "I never had sexual relations with that woman, Ms. Lewinsky."
Irs an indelible mark on his presidency. He is in
a group now with Andrew Johnson and Richard
Nixon. What more needs to be said?
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Let the Miner know what you think! Write us via e-mail at
miner@umr . edu or drop a letter in our mailbox at 113 University
Center West and let us know what's on your mind.
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UBE

Corporation

HBE Corporation is one of the nation's largest hospital and financial design/build
firms. In 39 years of excellence, HBE has completed over 850 projects in 49 states.
As owners and operators of the Adam's Mark Hotels, HBE employs more than 11,000
people nation-wide. HBE employs nearly 500 architectural, engineering, design, and
construction professionals at its Corporate Headquarters in St. LOIJis. We offer a
dynamic work environment and maintain a high volume of work due to our excellence
of design. We are currently seeking graduates in Civil Engineering to join our team in
our construction division:
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OFFICE PROJECT ENGINEER

by Erin Gifford

Staff Writer

Office Project Engineers are responsible for securing approval of materials,
coordination of deliveries, processing of change orders, maintaining contract
documents and obtaining resolutions to problems that surface during
construction . Must be able to coordinate and manage several projects
simultaneously within a fast paced environment.
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Relocation required for promotional opportunities to Assistant Superintendent,
Superintendent, Chief Engineer, and/or Regional Manager. Successful
applicants will be aggressive, self-starters with a strong interest and desire for
construction as a career. Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering or
Construction and relevant construction experience preferred.

HBE is a growing company that offers great career potential to those who believe in
hard work and dedication. We offer competitive salary and excellent benefits. If you
thrive in a challenging environment and wish to be a part of our continued growth, we
want to talk to you.
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For more information on this position or other opportunities with HBE please-contact:
HBE Corporation
Daniel Regelean, Corporate Personnel Specialist
11330 Olive Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63141

I /cd

Fax: 314-567-0602
E.-mail: dregelean@hbecoro.com
Home Page: www.hbecorp.com
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-----sports----Second ranked Miner swim team gears
up for postseason with two dual meets
by Sean Zuckerman
Assistant Sports Editor
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IMlner swimmers dive off the starting blocks during an event
lin the Miners home dual meet against Truman State Univer!Sity on Friday. The second ranked Miners won the meet by a
!Score of 111 to 82
photo by Sean Kitterman

ILady Miner basketball drops
ltwo games to conference foes
Iby Erin Gifford
IStaff Writer
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The University of MissouriRolla women's basketball team sufIfered two defeats this past week
lagainst Pittsburg State University and
Truman State University. The Lady
IMiners matched up against Pitt State
last Wednesday and played Truman
on Saturday; both games were played
on the road.
The Lady Miners played a
respectable game in Kansas, but were
unable to pull off the win as they lost
51-66. Pitt State now holds an overall
record of 8-13 in .regular season play
and has a 2-9 record in conference
action. Leslie Dudley was the top
scorer for the Gorillas with 24 points.
Kelly Hennes scored 14 points and
had four assists.
The Gorillas only made half of
!the turnovers the Lady Miners made.
adding to the frustration of the game
for UMR. The overall shooting percentages were comparable for the
game. with Pitt State making 43.9 percent of their shots and UMR making
41.2 percent. The difference was in
the free throw shooting. Pitt State
made almost 93 percent of their shots.
,while the Lady Miners went 75 percent from the line.
Debra Gronewolller scored 12
!points for the Lady Miners and
grabbed seven rebounds. Jackie Kelble and Janel McNeal each added
eight points to the scoreboard and
snuck in two steals apiece. Eriaka
Phillips and Sarah Badsky each
helped with four assists. Badsky is
the team leader in assists. with 64 to
.date this season. Miranda Beadles
scored another ten poin~ and Amy
IMilliken topped off with six points for
the team.
Badsky felt good about the overall performance of her team in
IKansas.
"I think we started off slow in the

first half and then picked it up
throughout the second half. We try to
always play good in spirits, but we
need to focus on putting together a
whole garne. and especially work on
starting out strong."
The first half of the game was
tough on the Lady Miners. Dudley
scored 12 of PSU's first 18 points to
help the Gorillas build an 18-point
lead by halftime. The Lady Miners
outscore Pitt State in the second half
31-28. but it was not enough to make
up for the first half deficit.
The Lady Miners couldn't pull
off the win at Kirksville on Saturday.
either, losing 64-73. Truman State
now has a record of 7-3 in MIAA
action and is ranked 15th nationally in
Division II and 5th in conference.
The Lady Miners are now ranked 9th
in conference and have a 2-10 record
in conference play.
Gronewoller had ten rebounds
and three assists for the game. Kelble
was the high scorer for the team with
14 points and she also had three
steals. McNeal. who leads the team in
field goal shooting percentage with an
average of 52.3 percent. went 5-6 at
the free throw line. grabbed eight
rebounds and scored 13 points for the
Lady Miners. Phillips had four steals
and helped out with five assists.
Phillips and Beadles gave away seven
balls apiece. adding to the 23
turnovers the Lady Miners totaled.
Beadles scored 12 points for the game
and had five assists. Jamie Schroetlin
also added another four points to the
Lady Miners' scoreboard.
The Lady Miners. despite the
loss. outperformed Truman State
women in all areas of the court. UMR
made 42 percent of their overall shots
and made 40 percent of their three
point attempts. Truman scored on
34.3 percent of their shots and went
for 38.5 percent in three-point range.

see Lady Miners, page 8

The University of MissouriRolla swim team finished their regular
season off this past weekend with
back-to-back meets against Truman
State University and Southwest Missouri State University before the
Mideast Regional meet on February
18-20.
The first event in the meet
against the Truman State Bulldogs on
Friday night set the tone for the entire
meet. The 400-yard freestyle relay of
Josh Jolly. Bruno Amizic. Matt Scott.
and Tom Beccue finished first; nearly
a half a second ahead of the second
place Truman team.
"Winning the first relay and the
mile increased the excitement. It also
took a little pressure off of us and
allowed us to just go out and have
fun." Jolly said.
The early success continued as
the Miners swept three of the events:
the 200-yard freestyle. the 2oo-yard
butterfly. and the 100-yard freestyle.
In the 2oo-yard freestyle. freshman
Mark Finley. David Nurre. and Evan
Aspinwall combined to sweep the
event while another threesome. Steve
Caruso. Matt Scott. and Jeff Raggett.
took the top honors in the 200-yard
butterfly. To cap off the third sweep.
Dave Belleville. Kris Leftwich. and
Mark Pearce combined to take the
100-yard freestyle for the Miners.
The team sported two double
winners as well. Finley not only finished first in the 2oo-yard· freestyle.
but the SOO-yard freestyle as well.
Belleville. another participant in a
sweep. also won the 50-yard freestyle.
The enormous lead the team built
up did not discourage the Miners.
however.
"Being that far ahead probably
increased our performances in the second half of the meet. Since we had
won every event in the first half of the
meet. we were all working as hard as
we could to get the sweep." Jolly said.
As a result of the enormous lead
the Miners built uP. Head Coach
Doug Grooms opted to swim his athletes in exhibitions after the 200-yard

backstroke. When a swimmer participates in a race as an exhibition. they
do not receive points for their effort
nor an official place in the race.
With the exception of Mark Finley in the 500-yard freestyle. the last
nine swimmers took to the water for
the Miners as exhibitionists. Even so.
the swimmers' efforts did not
decrease. The team beat out the Truman swimmers in both of the events.
Bruno Amizic destroyed the
competition in the 200-yard breaststroke winning by n~arly a half of a
pool length. Jeremy Evans and Mike
Norris also put forth valiant efforts.
finishing between the first and second
and second and third place swimmers
respectively. The Miners also finished
two of their relays ahead of the first
place Truman State team.
Despite swimming three of the
II events as exhibitions. the Miners
drubbed the Bulldogs by a score of
III to 82.
"Seeing all that crowd that came
to watch us. helped a lot too. because
when so many people are cheering for
the team. it gives you a lot of strength
to do what is the best for the team •....
to win." Amizic said.
Jolly agreed. "I think that was the
best meet we've had all year."
However. there was no time for
celebration as the team traveled to
Springfield for a meet against Division I Southwest Missouri State Uni-

versity on Saturday.
The team arrived at the meet
already worn down from the previous
night's meet.
"I was surprised that I swam that
good as did the rest of the team.
because we had almost no rest before
the meet." Amizic said.
The best finish on the night for
the Miners occurred in the 100-yard
freestyle. Nurre captured first place
for the Miners and was aided by Jolly
who took fifth in the event.
The team also had strong showings in other events. Raggett and Beccue took third and fifth respectively in
the loo-yard butterfly. Yanja Dezelic
finished third and teammate Amizic
took sixth in the 5OO-yard freestyle.
In .the 400 individual medley. Caruso
and Leftwich took the fourth and sixth
places respectively.
The relays also put on
respectable showings. The 200-yard
medley reiay of Jolly. Amizic. Caruso.
and Pearce took fourth in their event.
The other relay team. the 200-yard
freestyle. consisting of Belleville.
Nurre. Beccue. and Finley finished
second.
The team's next meet is not until
February 18 when they travel to St.
Louis to participate in the NCAA
Division" Mideast Regional at the St.
Peter 's Rec Plex. This is the team 's
last meet before the nationals meet
March 10-13 in Buffalo. NY.

Current 1998-99 Miner National
Qualifiers
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Miner basketball team in danger of missing
postseason play after two conference losses
by Erin Gifford
Staff Writer
The University of MissouriRolla men's basketball teams fell to
Pittsburg State and Truman State Universities this past week on the road.
Pitt State. who has already clinched a
seat in the MIAA post-season tournament. has had 35 straight wins on
their home court and are ranked fifth
in the nation in Division" basketball
and first in the MIAA conference.

Truman is ranked fifth in conference
and the Miners are currently 10th.
The Miners loss last Wednesday
against Pit! State 57-76 was due in
large part to their poor shooting from
the field. The Miners only made 22
of their 66 shots overall and seven of
their 33 shots from three point range.
Scott Holly scored 12 points for the
team and had six rebounds. Doug
Call grabbed seven rebounds and
Kevin Conkright scored 14 points and
·had four assists. Ryan Matthews

added 11 points to the scoreboard and
Kevin Robertson. who leads the team
in free throw averages (.846). tacked
on another eight points for the Miners.
Call was not pleased with the
team's performance in Kansas. but he
is optimistic about future match-ups.
"Our overall performance at Pitt
State was not where we would have
liked it to been." Call said "We did-

see Miners, page 8
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Miner Olympic Feature, Part Three:

After changes Olympic basketball settles into new role
by David Wekesa
Staff Writer
Since the inception of the modern Olympic movement, noble sport
and competition have always been
important parts of the movement. Of
the many games in the Olympics, one
game in particular has undergone a
kind of renaissance with respect to
competition. 'lbe game is basketball.
Basketball made its debut as an
Olympic sport in the 1936 Berlin
Summer Olympies after the International Olympic Movement (IOC) recognized FIBB, which had been set up
three years earlier, as the basketball
governing body. FIBB was to be the
predecessor to the Federation International de Basketball (International
Basketball Federation) better known
as FIBA. At its inception in 1936, the
Organization had eight member countries which has increased to 208 today.
When it came to the Olympic
basketball tournament, one was usually hard-pressed to name the teams
playing or the players unless one
keenly followed the Olympics. All
this changed in the '92 Barcelona

Miners
from page 7

.' ,

n't play our best as 8 team, and you
can 't beat u team like Pitt State on
their home court with out playing
your best. Our goal is to play hard the
next five games and see what happens."
'lbe Miners averaged 75 percent
at the line, beating oul the Gori llas
who made 70 pereent of their free
throws. Pitt State's advantage was
clear in field goals, however. They
made 59.25 pereent of their shots
from the field, which was the obvious
clincher for the game. Doug Gill ispie
of PSU seored 18 points and had fi ve
assists while Oscar Gonzales added
on 15 points and helped with eight
assists. Dan Stanley was Pitt Statc's
highest scorer, bringing in a total of
23 points for the teanl.
Midway through the fi rst half,
Stnnley broke through to score ten
points in an 18-4 run for his team.
The game was close up until the run,
but the Miners went into halft ime 2338, unable to make up the difference
in thc second half.
The Miners did not have much
luck in Kirksville on Saturday, either,
and lost thC gume 69-58. Truman
Stute now holds a record of 13-6 in
regular season play and 6-4 in conference action. The Miners fell to 9- 13
overall and have a record of3 -9 in the
MIAA conference.
11,e Miners' shooting was off in
Saturday's game, as well, only making 19 ofthcir 55 shots from the fie ld.
'n,ey only had cleven turnovers in the
game, however, and shot with an 85
perecnt accuracy from the line. It was
not enough to top off Truman, however. who made 92 l>creent of their
free throws and had a 40.85 percent
accuracy overall from the field. Forward Cory Parkcr and center Brian

Games when countries were all owed
by the basketball governing body,
FIBA, to fi eld profess ional players.
FIBA had decided to do.away with the
distincti on between professional and
amateur players in 1989, in time for
the Barcelona Games. With the casing
of this regulation countries fi elded
some of their best teams composed of
both professional and amateur players, the most notable of
which was the USA's Dream
Team.
The Dream Team, as ,t
was know n, was composed
ers from the most eompet,tive basketball league in the
country, the NBA. The team
included, arg uably, the best
professional basketball player, the recentl y retired
Michael Jordan, Larry Bird,
Magic Johnson and David Robinson
j ust to mention a few. The team
seemed, and indeed did prove to be,
un beatable.
When the Dream Team stepped
on the court, their exploits seemed to
ri vet most of the sports world
Brown were two of the key players
for TSU. Parker went 7-8 at the free
throw line, grabbed II rebounds and
scored a total of 19 points. Brown
caught eight rebounds, scored 15
points and had two steals for the
tcam.
Onl y a few of the Miners scored
in the double digits agai nst Truman.
Conkright had six rebounds and six
points and Call had ei ght poi nt s.
Robert Guster helped with five assists
and added seven poi nts to the Miner
scoreboard . Holl y, who has been
averaging 15.6 points per game, a
mark that ran ks him fift h in MIAA,
scored 16 points on Saturday, grabbed
seven rebounds and had three assists
as well. Robertson tacked on eleven
points to the Mi ners' score.
The first half was tough fo r the
Miners, as Truman went on a 13-0 ru n
to put the Miners behind by 2 1 points.
UMR went into halftime with a score
of 23-37. Despite vali ant efforts, the
Miners were not able to catch up,
though they caJlle within nine points
of Truman at one time du ring the second half.
all is looking forward to the
last games of the season, and hopes
the Miners performance will be more
of an ind icator of their talent.
"Thi s isn't where we wanted to
be at this point in the season," Call
noted, "but an encouraging fin ish thi s
senson would really give us hope for
next season."
T he UMR men fa ce Lin coln
Universll Y next on Wednesday. Fcb.
10. Lincoln is runked eighth in the
conference. The game wi ll be played
at home in the Multi-purpose bui ldinij
with ti p-off 01 7:45 p.m. Also nex!
week on aturday, Feb. 13, the Min'
ers will pl ay 3rd-ra nked Washburn
University. The gume wi ll also be
pl ayed on the Miner 's home court
with ti p-off at 7:45 p.m.

although it was ex pected that they
would win .
Before the gates where opened to
the professionals some believed that
all owing professionals into the game
would lead to unfair competition as
some of the less experienced teams
may become disillusioned. While proponents fi ghting for the inclusion of
professional players believed that this

would help boost the level of competition to a higher level.
This was not evident in the first
competitions as the Dream Team ran
over every team they came across.
Four years in Atl anta, the basketball
teams came out fi ghting. Their goal to

UMR

win the gold medal and in the process
beat the Drcam Team 2, which was
this time composed of players like
David Robinson, the imposi ng
Shaquille O' Neal, Charles Barkley,
Anfernee Hardaway, Grant Hill, Karl
Malone, Reggie Miller, Gary Payton,
Scottie Pippen, Mitch Richmond and
John Stockton, all notable NBA players, some of whom where part of the
original Dream Team.
Duri ng the games one
of the thlOgs that stood
out was the competitive
sp,rit displayed by some
where Yugoslavia met
the USA, the Yugoslavs
got off to quick start and
actually led the game for
about 16 minutes.
However, true to their
name, the Dream Team
regrouped to win the game. But one
thing was evident; the other teams
were not as easy to pushover this time
round.
William Zadi, a UMR student
and basketball fan and player, believes
that the first Dream Team did a lot to

Athletes

UMR Sports Information
Even whil e spending a lot of
time in athletic competition, studcntathletes at the University of Missouri-Rolla are still getting the job
done in the classroom.
Student-athletes at UMR
posted a cumulative grade point
average of 3.06 during the 1998
rail semester. Ath letes on men's
teams had a 3.07 average while the
women's athletes averaged a 3.03.
"11, is is j ust another renection of the types of student-athletes
we have at our institution," UMR
director of athletics Mark Mullin said.

make

the

"Our coaches have always made the
extra effort to find individuals who
can handle the academic demands at
the university, yet still have the ability
to compete at a high level in out con-

ference and nationally as well. It is
quite a statement when your institution's entire athletic program has a

Track teams fare well
by Sean Z uckerman
A ss istan t Sports Editor
The track teams opened their
season this past weekend at the Mule
Relays in Warrensburg, Mo., hosted
by Central Missouri Slate.
11,is meet is the fi rst and one of
the largest of the season for the Miners. Many other schools compete in
th is meet and it is considered an early
measure of how the team will do in
the season.
The men's team fared rather well
considering that it is sti ll earl y in the
sen on.

In the 5,000 meter race, Matt
Hagen fini shed a very respectable
eighteenth with a time of 15:45.37. In
the mi le race, Jason Burnes placed 29.
The j umpers had a strong showing. Richard Woods fi nished fi fteenth
in the long jump. Jeremy 11,eys finished seventeenth in both the long and
triple j ump.

improve the status of basketball
worldwide. When asked what made
the dream team stand out, he said "the
team was composed of the best players in the world; Michael Jordan,
Larry Bird, Magic Johnson. The way
they played promoted Olympic basketball and basketball as a whole."
On the second Dream Team, he
said, "Unlike the first Dream Team,
Dream Team 2 had something to
prove because they had to continue
what the original Dream Team had
started".
On the competition he said that
the Dream Team did lot to improve
the standards of the Olympic tournament and to take competition to another level. It is expected that the level of
competition will be even better come
the 2000 Sydney Olympics.
This will be especially true if the
IOC and its sister organizations continue employ dynamism in their policy making. For it is only through
improvement of the structures that
govern the rules of competition that
we can we truly pursue and attain the
Olympic ideals of noble and fair competition.

a

grade

again

grade point average over 3.0.
On a team-by-team basis, the top
academic team in the fall semester
was the men's tennis team, which had
a cumulative average of 3.32. Baseball followed with a 3.27 average
and golf was third with a 3.23
average. The top women 's team
was the women's cross country
team that had a 3.1 6 cumulative
average. Of the 14 varsity athletic
teams at UMR, ten had a grade
point average that exceeded 3.0.
In addition, a total of 153 student-athletes made the UMR
Honor Roll for the fall semester, with
16 of them doing so with a perfect 4.0
average.

at Mule Relays

The team's relays perfomled
well also. The mi le relay placed tenth
while the two-mile relay fi nished
twelfth .
The women's team put on a good
show as well. Sheri Lentz fini shed
sixth in the 5,000 meter race, and

Lady Miners
from page 7
The Lady Miners seored 72 percent
of the time at the line and TSU made
around 71.4 pereent of their free
throws. The high scorers for Truman State were forw ard Kelli
Kreuser with 12 points and five
assists and guards Robyn Gerber
and Wendi Sobaski with 18 points
and 22 points, respectively.
The game was close the entire
way through, with the Lady Miners
taking the lead by as many as eight
points during different periods of the

Robin Paarlberg took thirteenth in the
600-meter race. The two mile relay
took ninth.
The j umpers had an excellent
showing. Rachel Kuro tied for third in
the high jump and Alex is Co llins took
seventh in the tri ple j ump.
game. Truman went into halftime
ahead, however, with a score of 3539. The second half was also close,
but Truman came alive late in the
game and surged ahead to conquer
the Lady Miners.
The UMR women's next match
up is against Lincoln University,
who is ranked last in the conference,
on Wednesday February 10th. The
game will be played at home in Ihe
Multi-purpose building with tip-off
at 5:45 p.m. The Lady Miners also
race Washburn on Saturday, Feb. 13.
Tip off is at 5:45 p.m. in the Multi purpose building.
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Class attendance: How much is it really worth?

by Randal Burd, Jr.
Assista nt Verve Editor

In high school, teachers were
always quick to express to us the
importance of daily attendance. Now,
before I start off on the wrong foot
with anyone, let me quickly say
how much I agree. Daily attendance is extremely important to
effectively learn and grow academically to one's highest potential. But there is another side to
this story.
While daily attendance is
extremely important and will
affect most students' performance, the reason behind these
constant reminders and harsh retribution for any absences whatsoever was not solely the welfare of
the students, but the welfare of
the school system's pocketboo k.
It just so happens I worked as an
office aid my senior year in high
school and learned more than I did in
many of my classes.
Public schools systems, at least
mine, get paid by the attendance of
their students. They get a dollar
amount per student for every day the
student shows up to class. Therefore,
every time a student does not come to
school, the school system doesn 't get
money for that child that day. This
explains why students who got in
trouble were given ISS (in-school suspension) often but seldom got OSS,
because then the school would not get
paid. Now there was always the high
school administra tion 's argument
stating students could receive discipli-

Fe elin g
by Walter Rader
Verve Writer
We' ve all heard of the "winter
blues". As the days get shorter during
the end of the year, it's common for
many people to feel depresseO. Once
dismissed as "just the way it is," scientists have discovered that there's
more at work.
It' s called Seasonal Affective
Disorder (appropria tely abbreviate d
SAD) and is caused by reduced exposure to sunlight in the winter. Lack of
sunlight inhibits the production of
serotonin, an important mood regulator. It also increases the production of
melatonin, a brain chemical that regulates our sleep cycles. Together, they
cause us to feel depressed and tired,
not a good combinatio n. In addition
to reduced energy, symptoms also
include increased anxiety or stress,
difficulty concentrat ing, an increased
craving for sugar or carbohydr ates,
difficulty getting out of bed in the
' morning, and lack of interest in usual
, aetivities. These usually begin to

=

nary action while staying at school,
being thus disciplined and leaming at
the same time. The fact is, as an office
aid, I delivered messages, books, etc.
to these students in ISS, and they were
not learning anything. They were isolated and thus disciplined , but the

the classes, I should be able to attend
at my leisure. Do not misunders tand
me, I attend class as often as physically possible, and I find nothing
improves grades or maintains high
grades better than attending class. I
think a student should attend class at
every available opportunity if at all possible.
What I am trying
to say is this: I paid for
the class, and I do the

assignments, quizzes,

administra tion could care less if the
students stared at the walls all day, as
long as they were present and the
school received its money.
Now we understand why school
attendance is really so important to
high schools. My observatio n is that
some college classes are run the same
way. Now unless I am mistaken, I
paid a good sum of money per credit
hour to take the classes I am taking. I
also understand that we use a grading
system on a 4.0 scale, calculated
through test scores, papers, proj ects,
etc. to determine how well the material taught in class is learned. What I do
not understand is why some instructors insist on taking attendance and
giving a grade for it. I have paid for

tests, projects, etc. to
prove I have learned
the information taught
in the class. No money
is lost if I do not show
up to class on a certain
day. Being on my own
and not in high school
anymore, I am insulted
when I am penalized
because I miss a day of class. I understand when a person who consistentl y
misses class is dropped for their own
good, but when a student who misses
a class period here and there has these
absences totaled up and deducted
from a hard-earned grade, it is insulting and degrading.
Please understand I am playing
devil's advocate on a lot of this. But
this is an issue needing to be thought
about. Why the overkill? We have
grades to determine if the material is
being leamed. Anyone with half of a
brain knows you leam more when you
go to class. Making attendance a
grade doesn't help me come to class
when I am vomiting everywher e or
my car is in a ditch or ';"i11 not start.

SA D thi s winter?
appear in September or October and
last until May or June.
According to the National Institute of Health, 14% of Americans
notice a seasonal change in their
mood and as many as 15 million peo-

pIe in the United Stales are seriously
affected by Seasonal Affective Disorder. Though it is more common for
people in their thirties or older, we
kids can suffer too. So, if the above

symptoms describe you, and especially if you notice that your grades suffer
during the winter, SAD may be paying you a visit.
Luckily, it's treatable. Scientists
have found that bright light exposure
helps tremendou sly, especially in the
morning. Unfortunately, most of us
spend 90% of our time indoors, and
even bright indoor lighting isn't as
luminous as an overcast day. Com~
mercial light boxes are available that
blast out super-bright florescent light,
but they're not cheap. So take advantage of the nice days we've been seeing and try to spend some time outdoors.
Another remedy is daily doses of
the amino acid tryptophan. It has
been found to increase serotonin levels, reducing the severity of the symptoms.
But before you go popping
aminos or moving all florescent lights
in the vicinity into your bedroom, talk
to your doctor. They should be able to
provide you with information to beat
the winter blues.

And if this happens more than four
times I deeply apologize, but when I
have an A in the class anyway, it
seems I have more than made up for
the class time missed.
This is not a job.. .! am
paying the university to
teach me ... so how many
times I miss class does
not relate to how much a
person is allowed miss
work in "the real world".
There are variations
of these attendance policies. Some include '''free
days" - three or four
days where you will not
be penalized for missing
class, even if there is no
justifiable reason. You
can be excused if you are
hospitalized or on a university athletic team
having a game or traveling to one during class
time. But let us say you
are a commuter who
does not have as nice a car as some
and has trouble getting it to work
every once in while. That is what
your free days are for. Let us say you
are also a person who gets sick when
under a lot of stress and spends a lot of
time in doctors' offices, going to class
as much as possible and studying at
home. Well, you were not hospitalized, so you will have to use your free
days. What? Maybe you should have
gone to the hospital but did your best
with Student Health antibiotics
because you could not afford the monetary cost or to miss EVERY class

EVERY day for a period of time?
Well, that is too bad. You will just
have to use your free days. What?
You do not have anymore? Looks like

we will just have to lower your grade
even though you have kept up and
have been getting excellent grades on
the assignments. You leamed the
material and did well, but because of
your absences and the work done on
those days where you were not
excused and thus could not make it up
because you were not dead or an athlete, we will just have to give you a 8
instead of an A. Now this is obviously a worse-case scenario and extremely dramatized , but similar situations
do occur - so it is something to think
about.

Free Sprin'g Film Fest:

Eve 's' (iay ou

Loo1)in~ for

extra t;none~?

The Verve section of The Missouri Miner is looking for
enthusiastic, creative and ''vervacious'' writers. If you want to
join in the fun and make some good money in the process, email Jeffrey Leong at leong@ umr.ed u and come to the
Miner's weekly meeting on Thursdays at 4:30 p.m.
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Rocko's Review:

Payback: Another gory film
by Justin Sutherla nd
Revlewe r-at-Larg e
Payback is the latest movie starring Mel Gibson. And not only does
he have the lead role, but he also produced the movie, which was directed
and co-written by Brian Helgeland.
You may not recoginize Helgeland's name, but you may recognize
the
of
some
movies he has
screenwritten
L.A .
plays for:
ConfuJential (won
an Oscar for Best
Writing in 1998),
The Postman and
Conspiracy TheoCo-writer s
ry.
and
Helgeland
Terry Hayes adapted Payback from a
series of Richard Stark 's novels about
a criminal named Parker, which also
served as the inspiration for the 1967
film Point Blank.
The Take:
Porter (Mel Gibson; Lethal
Weapon , Braveheart), a professional
robber, is double-cro ssed and left for
dead by his friend, Val (Gregg Henry;
Star Trek: Insurrection, My Son is
fnn ocent (TV)), and his wife (Deborah Unger; Th e Game, Crash) after
pulling off a heist. But Porter survives and becomes obsessed w ith two
things - payi ng back his friend fo r
trying to kill him and getting paid
back his $70,000 share of the heisted

money.
Rocko's Two Cents:
Payback can essentially be
summed up by saying that it is a gory,
gruesome and violent movie w ith
some comedy thrown in for taste. At
least, those are the lasting impression s
the movie seems to make.
For all intents and purposes, the
movie's story was weak, but that is
not what's
stake
at
h er e
Actionthrillers
not
are
renowned
for their
's tor y
telling .
Rather, as
the genre name implies, it's the action
and the virtual thrill-ride of the movie
that is paramount . And that is exactly
what Payback delivers.
Despite the violence, Payback
has a comical side to it, albeit dark.
This mostly comes in the form of
comic-boo kish character-t ypes: the
,. sadomasoc histic two-bit hoodlum and
his Asian dominatri x, the crooked
cops, the eccentric crime bosses and,
of course, the unpredictable anti-hero
with a misguided sense of integrity.
Payback, with all of its charms
and interesting interplay, may not be
the most thought-pr ovoking movie
you ' ll see, but it's definite ly worth the
price of a student ticket.

29 Daze until the Best Ever
by Brian Johnson
St. Pat's Commit tee
We' re now less than a month
away from St. Pat's, so it's time to
get pumped! Freshmen: get to work
on those shillelaghs, snake invasion
starts March I st, and you don't want
to be the only freshman who's not
protecting the campus!
Organizati on leaders, there will
be a meeting to discuss the rules for
Follies and Gonzo & Games today
at Beta Sigma Psi at 8:30 p.m. It is
very important that you r organiza-

For more information on how to
tion send a representative to this
at
meeting so that you will have all the join St. Pat's, contact Jeff Smith
pertinent informatio n about this 364-8968.
With so little time left until St.
year's events. All St. Pat's Jingles
and Movie Scene scripts must be Pat's, you 'd better hurry and pick
se
submitted by February 28 for pre- up all of your favorite merchandi
approval. Any questions should be now! When St. Pat's rolls around,
you'll want to be wearing official
directed to Carl Fesser at 364-8575
merchandi se every day of the week
or Jason Skinner at 364-9901.
Think you have something so everyone will know upon sight
Pat's is
more to contribute to the Best Ever? that you are a true Miner. St.
taste
Would you like to wear the jacket getting so close we can almost
it! Get excited everyone, there's
that identifies you to this campus as
Ever,
one of its hardest w'orkers? St. Pat's only 29 DAZE until the Best
always welcomes new memb·e rs. St. Pat's '99!

banquet
Excel hosts Professional Leadership event
that EXCEL is
by Tom Simon

EXCEL
An A instead of a B, or a B
instead of an C, or even just a passing grade. Is this something that
would make your day? Do you want
to talk to representatives from the
biggest and baddest companies that
recruit at UMR? Over 700 students
this year found a way to improve
their grades and have fun studyingThe EXCEL Program. If you join an
EXC EL Workshop , you will work
on problems with other people taking the same classes. You will also

get the benefit of having a trained
facilitator to lead the study groups
and to encourage better communic ation.
This year the EXCEL Program
is sending its workshops to a ropes
course. The ropes course is a one
day event focused on building a
bond between students in the workshop. It involves a zip-line, highropes activities and many fun team
challenges. We meet for one day
and run around in the woods doing
group activities that are safe, but at
the same time challenging both mentally as well as physically.

Another
putting on this semester is another
EXCEL Profession al Leadershi p
Series (EPLS) banquet on April 8.
This will give students an opportunity to meet and mingle with representatives of over 30 companies. So
don't forget to wear your best attire!
You never know where that next job
opportunit y may come from.
If you have any questions about
EXCEL, please call 341-4863 or
stop by one of the workshops listed
outside of H-SS G-7. And don't forget; the next round of tests is just
three weeks away!

''That will make your teeth rot
out, and you ' ll hJve so much energy
you'll be up all night." How many of
us have heard that before? Well, this
time it's not Halloween , and I'm not
talking about candy. I'm talking
about a little treat that will not burn
off in a couple of hours like a little
sugar high. Crystal will keep you
going for hours and hours on end. A
cocaine high may last for 20 to 40
minutes, but a high enough dose of
crank can keep you going for 30
hours. Keep cycling, and you can go
for days without even eating or sleeping (if it doesn't kill you)! Feeling
tired or depressed? Ice will get you
going. Unfortuna tely, after using
tweak you will eventually crash, feel
tired, depressed and much worse than
you did before you took it. That's
where cycling occurs to avoid the
crash.
Even if you do something stupid
while you're on ecstasy, don't worry
about it; you might not remember
anyway. Use can lead to persistent
problems in remember ing what is
seen and heard. Not only does it
cause problems while someone is
using the drug, it damages the brain in
ways that can interfere with normal
learning and memory continuing even
after one stops taking it. Ever heard
the expression "live fast, die young."

Well speed is definitely the way to
Verve Writer
achieve this. It's not onl y physically
It's been known for ages that
addicy
icall
psycholog
but
addictive,
dogs are the most faithful and best
tive as well. MDMA can cause anxifriends humans have ever had . Well,
ety, depression , fati gue, delusional
as we all know, friends are meant to
thoughts and eventually toxic psyshare their joys and sorrows and make
chosis! Where else can you get so
life more livable. Friendship is a
much from a small package? The
mutual relationship. So, will
physical effects are just as amazing.
you treat your best friend as a
How would you enjoy nausea, vomitslave? Or will you impart cruing, diarrhea, itching (feeling that
elty on himfher? The obvious
bugs are crawling on the skin), welts
answer is "NO." But some so
on the skin, involuntar y body movecalled "humane humans" in
ments, vitamin and mineral deficienAlaska have defied this answer.
cies, or lowered resistance to disease?
Recently the Iditarod Dog Sled
What about abnormall y high blood
Race has led to an increase in
pressure, rapid and irregular heart rate
'the number of husky dog kenand rhythm, seizures, damage to
nels in Alaska. In these kenblood vessels in the brain (stroke),
nels, many dogs are treated
accumulat ion of excess fluid in lungs
very cruelly. The dogs in the
and brain tissue, internal bleeding,
kennels are not boarders. All
damage to lungs and liver and kidof them are owned by the kenneys, anorexia and eventually death?
nels. Many kennels have over
Don' t worry about getting white
100 dogs. None of the kennels are
cross; there's plenty of it around. In
inspected or supervised by the state of
fact,last year Missouri had more raids
Alaska.
of meth labs than anywhere else in the
In many kennels, dogs spend
United States. It's probably so abuntheir entire lives outside chained up to
dant because the equipment used to
Mush with
their dog house.
make whimedus t is small enough to
P.R.I.D.E. and the International Sled
be setup in a van, apartment or hotel
Dog Veterinary Medical Association
room. Just take care if you consider
contradict federal provisions by advoEvery person
purchasin g glass.
cating the chaining of dogs. In 1997,
makes theirs a little differently. A bad
the United States Departmen t of Agribatch could mean death. That's probculture Animal and Plant Health
ably because the materials used to ..
Inspection Service (APHIS) deterpage 27 mined that the tethering of dogs was

See Meth,

I

inhumane and not in the animal s' best
interests.
A dog can have a chain as short
as four feet long. The dogs are never
given an opportunit y to run free even
in a fenced-in area. Dogs are often
forced to exercise on an exercise
wheel. Many of these dogs drink
water from hard-to-reach rusty cans

that are bolted to their doghouses, and
which are rarely cleaned or disinfected.
Injured and old, arthritic dogs are
kept outside in the winter when the
average daily minimum temperatur es
range from -24 to 15 degrees Fahrenheit. It is painful for these dogs to be
in the intense cold. The only shade
the dogs get is inside their dirty doghouses, or under their doghouses if
they are lucky enough to have one
that's raised off the ground.
Some kennels have few employ-

ees, so that each dog gets little attention. These dogs are unhappy prisoners with no chance of parole.
The sponsors of the Iditarod and
those who sponsor mushers (someone
who operates a dog sled) in the Iditarod have a responsibility to help insure
that the dogs in the race come from
kennels where they are humanely
treated. Inspection teams
should be created composed of independent veterinarians who, together
with animal welfare people,
inspect each participating
kennel to make sure that
basic animal welfare standards are met. The standards should be established
by animal welfare groups.
Dogs from kenitels that fail
to meet these standards
should not be allowed to
race.
There has been much
discussion about the Iditarod, but
there has been no publicity about
inhumane kennel conditions. The
sponsors have an obligation to insure
that sled dogs come from kennels in
which they are humanely treated.
These dogs should not spend their
entire lives tethered to five foot chains
which prevent them from having normal social interactions. These dogs
should not be forced to drink from
rusty hard-to-reach water'cans that are

See Dogs, page 27
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Verve Writer
I didn' t feel very inspired listening to music. The new Jewel album
just came out. In addition, there were
several soundtracks that just came out
that were immensely entertaining.
This week's reviews include:
Jewel, "Spirit"; the soundtrack from
the motion picture, "Psycho"; and
"Chef-Aid: the South Park Album".
As always, I recommend suggestions from anyone regarding music to
review. If you have found a new
album that you really like, let me
know. More importantly, if something
that you have found really sucks, tell
me. Actually, maybe you shouldn 't.
Ratings: •••••• Excellent; ••••
- Good; ••• - Buy It Used; •• - Tolerable; • - Microwave It!
"Spirit", Jewel
Jewel began as a starving artist.
Her first album, "Pieces of You", had
a slow start but became a smash hit,
seIling upwards of IO-million copies.
The folksy, Alaskan bombshell had
many hits, including "VVho Will Save
Your Soul" and "You Were Meant for
Me".
Five years later, "Spirit" appears
to be having similar success. As a
long time fan of Jewel 's music, I was
anxiously awaiting the arrival of this
second album. Truthfully, I was pretty disappointed with the content. On
"Pieces of You", all of the vocals and

onditions. . '
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most of the acoustic guitar work was
done entirely by Jewel. "Spirit" offers
a newer, fresher sound but most of
Jewel 's amazing guitar work isn't
apparent. She is the lead vocal on all
of the tracks, which is impressive, but
only two of the tracks have Jewel on
guitar, "Fat Boy" and "Enter from the
East". The rest of the album sounds
very overdone.
I did like the album but not as I
wished.
Favorite tracks include
"Hands", "Kiss the Flame", "Enter
from the East", and "Barcelona".
There is a special bonus track included that features Nedra Carroll, who is
Jewel's mother. Overall, it was a
decent album, although I would recommend buying it used.
Rating: •••
"Cbef Aid:
Tbe Soutb Park
Album", various artists
Ah, yes, the phenomenon we all
know and love as South Park. Developed by two film students as a project,
it gathered an almost cult-like following amongst teenagers around the
country. "Chef Aid: The South Park
Album" is the musical analog to the
disgusting antics ever-present in the
television show.
Since· there is
already enough promotional stuff out
there for the show, I am surprised this
didn't come out sooner. Personally, I
am appalled by all of the commercialism surrounding the show. I will
admit that it is really, really funny, but
do we really need Cartrnan key

chains, bumper
stickers and tshirts?
Man y
tracks on the
album are performed
by
famous bands,
such as Primus
("South Park
Theme"), Rancid
("Brad
Logan"), Master P ("Kenny's
Dead"), Elton
John ("Wake
Up Wendy"),
Devo ("Huboon
Stomp"), Ween
("the
Rainbow"),
and
even Meat Loaf
("Tonight
Is
Right for Love")! Each track is
unique and entertaining in its own
right. Personal favorites include
"Chocolate Salty Balls (P.S. I Love
You)", performed by Chef; "Bubblegoose", performed by Wyclef Jean
and featuring Stan, Kyle, Cartman and
Kenny and Ned Gerblansky's rendition of "Feel Like Makin' Love".
If you love South Park, you'll
probably love this soundtrack.
There's really no other redeeming
value to it, I suppose, other than blatant entertainment.
Watch out,
though, as there are many tracks with
naughty lyrics. That's probably why

there's the parental advisory sticker on
the front cover. Enjoy.
Rating: •••
"Psycbo: Music from and Inspired
by tbe Motion Picture", various
artists
I hate to say it, but I never saw
Hitchcock's original thriller, Psycho.
I still have yet to see the remake, to
which this soundtrack accompanies.
The soundtrack flows very well .
There are traditional film score tracks
from Danny Elfman, as well as modem rock favorites from Rob Zombie,
Pet Shop Boys, Girls Against Boys,

Mono and Lamb.
The first track, appropriately
named "Prelude" by Danny Elfman, if
the typical, classical-sounding instrumental. Amazingly, that track flows
beautifully into Rob Zombie's "living Dead Girl". Other favorite tracks
are "Screaming" by the Pet Shop
Boys; "Madhouse", performed by
Mono; "Psycho Killer", performed by
James Hall; and all of the tracks by
Danny Elfman (three in all).
Overall, it was a well-produced,
impressive album. Don't listen to this
one in the dark, though. It might be a
little too scary. Rating: ••••

KMNR top 15 countdown: The Gloria Record reviewed
by Trish Gregg
KMNR Music Director
#
BAND - album - (label)
Recomended if you like

2

3

4

5

haS beeO much
" Iditarod , but

publiCity~t

You'll like it if you like South Park

6

7

8

9

APPLESEED CAST - The End
of the Rind Wars (Deep Elm) I
Knapsack, Jimmyeat world, Get
Up Kids
ANI DIFRANCO - Up up up up
up up (Righteous Babe) I Tori
Amos, PJ Harvey
SATISFACT - The Third Meeting at the Third Counter (K) I
Talking Heads, Brian Eno music
THE GLORIA RECORD - srr
(Crank!) Mineral I Mellow &
Sedate
LAGWAGON - Let's Talk About
Feelings (Fatwreck Chords) I
The Offspring, Blink 182
pop/punk
THUMB ATTACK - Bum It
Down (Big Thumb) I Lenny
Kravitz, Zombies I Rock
MICHAEL - You Must Be This
Tall (GoodblondelGhostrneat) I
The Promise Ring, Toad the Wet
Sprocket, Fugazi
TAKAKO MlNEKAWA Cloudy Cloud Calculator
Norton) I Cute
(Emporer
Girlie Pop Electronica
DIRTY POODLE - srr (Put It
On a Cracker) I Mellow Rock,

-

Wispering Lyrics
MXPX - Let It Happen (Tooth &
Nail) I Limp, Chixdiggit, Less
Than Jake I pop· punk
11 VARIOUS ARTISTS - Songs for
the Jetset II Getset) I Theme from
Austin Powers (BBC), Air
Catchy Pop
12 VARIOUS ARTISTS - Psycho
Soundtrack (Geffen) I spookey
sound tracks?
13 THE BONADUCES - The
Democracy of Sleep (Endearing)
I Limp, Chixdiggit I pop-punk
14 JASON FALKNER - Can You
Feel (Elektra) I Jellyfish, Up
Beat British Invasion
15 JAWBOX - My Scrapbook of
Fatal Accidents (Desoto) I Jaw
breaker, Burning Airlines,
Fugazi
10

Question of the week: "How
come I've never heard of any of these
bands?"
Well, let's take a look at how
some bands get their music played on
radio stations such as KPNT "the
Point", and MTV What most people
may not realize is that there is quite a
bit of money involved in getting an
album pressed and then on the air
waves. One way in which major
labels have an advantage over the
smaller independent companies is
money to schmooze. Last semester

when Hollywood Records released
Fastball 's album I was hounded constantly by company representatives to
play their CD. I recieved free posters,
CD's, concert tickets and even a
video. All so that KMNR would put
Fastball on its chart. The same thing
happens at commercial stations but on
a different level. It isn't uncommon
for money to be given to DJ's willing
to "help out" the artists with a little
more air time.
College radio is a forum in which
independent artists can get their music
out to the public. If a band isn 't
signed to a major label they can still
get recognition for their talent, but it
may take several releases and a few
years. R.E.M., Tori Amos, Ben Folds
Five, They Might Be Giants, Blink
182 and U2 all got their start through
college radio. For R.E.M. it took
eight years to get recognized by the
'mainstream' MTV world, and Tori
Amos released three CD 's before
finally getting a top 40 hit on the commercial charts, but both tore up the
college radio charts first.
So you haven't heard of any of
these bands? Well, check them out on
KMNR and then when they make it as
big rock stars on MTV you can say
that you liked them ·before· they
were trendy.
Tbe Gloria Record (Reviewed

by Jason Kwiatkowski, KMNR Music
Staff)
Like all good bands, the time
comes when they realize their "ere·
ative differences" and
go their separate ways,
giving
us
something
new
from

you float through the entire CD. It's
as if you've taken the longest, most
depressing Mineral song and multiplied it by 1000. For times when

"ex -members of...".
The Gloria
Record, featuring
exmembers
Chris Simpson (singer)
and Jeremy
G 0 m e z
(bassist) of
Mineral,
ofTer
up
something
new
from
famil ·iar
photo courtesy of Crank/ Records
faces. With
influences
ranging from early U2 to the modem you're feeling low, The Gloria Record
sounds of Radiohead, the warm and is the perfect shoulder to rest your
layered arrangements transport to a head on.
soothing place where all your worries
The following DJ's willingly
are transformed into comfort. Chris's submit: John (Thursday 8:30 p.m.vocals sit atop these lush sonic land- 11 :30 p.m.), Missy (Sunday Mid-3:00
scapes beautifully, consoling you as am.)
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1 Planet

2 Near
3 Drag; haul
4 Speak
5 No
6 Public announcement (abbr.)
7 Footbell pos~1on (abbr.)
8 Extravehicular activity (abbr.)
9 Noone
1a Lacking tone
11 KIng of golden touch
13 Passage or opening
16A Gabor
19 My sister's daughter
21 Jacket (England)
22 Take pleasure In
25 Strange
27 Cut
~+---11--4 30 Not a winner
32 Royal
34 Roman emperor
t----t---t 36 Shout ar approval
37 Firmament
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1
10
DAYS
1
ODE
EPIS
DI RIANI1N PtINAII

39 Number

40 Repave
43 Large vessel; tub
44 Decree by legislation
ACROSS

1 Boutique
6 Contest area
11 Age

12 Vow
14 Impersonal pronoun
15 Donated
17 Unknown (abbr.)
18 BlU
20 Means ar accomplishment
23 Having the quality of (suf.)
24 Solo vocal piece

26 Evaluates
2B Argon symbol (abbr.)
29 Fish hook leader
31 To an excessive degree
33 Variant at scion

Upper part of glacier
Edam
Fr. painter Femand
Male pronoun
42 Trensmlts senlOrY
stimuli
45 RIlltUng throa1 sound

35
36
36
41

45 Dine
48 Horses

50 Rent
51 Same
53 Mexican food
55 Southern stale (abbr.)
56 Races
59 Outdoors person

47 Distance (pref.)

49 Blemish
52 No (Scot.)
54 Indicates tumor (suf.)
57 Three feet (abbr.)
58 Steamship (abbr.)
60 3.14159

ANSWE RS
ApPEA R ON
PAGE

22

61 Desires

62 Coach

HOROSCOPES
b~

WI§Y

{)oris and Natasoa

Libra (Septem ber 22 - Octobe r 21): Your friends are getting manied
it
ana it's making you think about your own relationship. Stop it. Enjoy
and don't worry so much about the future, just let it happen.

Aries (March 20 - April 18): Your life's getting a little dull lately.
Liven up . .. please! Forget about school for a weekend and go do
something, anything , hurry.

to
Scorpio (Octobe r 22 - Novem ber 21): You suddenly have more time
alone.
evening
quiet
a
of
luxury
the
enjoy
yourself. Spread out and
Don't do homework, do your nails.

Taurus (April 19 - May 19): They cut your hair uneven again, and it
just seems like one more thing to be mad about. Don't let all the bad
stuff get you down. Do something violent and relieve your frustration.

Sagitta rius (Novem ber 22 - Decemb er 20): This is the week to open
that massage oil up. Simply open your eyes and realize that the perfect
person is right in front of you.

to
Gemini (May 20 - June 19): The lack of women in Rolla is starting
soon.
up
look
will
things
. really get to you Gemini males. Don 't worry,
Gemini women, come on, help out your boys.

Caprico rn (Decem ber 21 - January 19): You spend to much time worrying about your significant other's past. You're causing them to think
about it as well, think about it fondly. Show them how good the present
is.

Cancer (June 20 - July 21): Your first round oftests is almost over.
It's time to relax and enjoy life for about ten minutes before something
else to worry about comes along. Savor those ten minutes of bliss.
Leo (July 22 - August 21): Someone's using you. Don' t let them.
Take hold of your life and learn to really say no. You deserve better than
what you're getting.
Virgo (Augus t 22 - Septem ber 21): Don't skip the Career Fair today.
The perfect job is out there waiting for you, and you'll score some free
crap too. You can never have enough pens, pocket knives and slinkies
with company logos emblazed on the side.

to
Aquari us (Januar y 20 - Februa ry 18): Make a footlong friend. Go
for
food
good
and
y
compan
good
some
enjoy
and
Pisces,
a
Subway with
a change.
Pisces (Februa ry 19 - March 19): You're not eating bacon like we
said. Here's what you do-go to Subway, order the BLT and ask for double meat. That's 16 slices of bacon for your eating pleasure . Bacon is
good.
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-- -- E m p lo y m e n t- -- Full- Time / Sum mer
A.B. CHANCE COMPANY
laterview Date: OUI8199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 613
Position: Full-Time: Application Engineer (Technical Marketing)
Location: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Oal<: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
StatUi: Active

Sign·Up Method: PRS·FCFS
MECHB
ELECB
Renwics: Infonnation on position available in 301 Norwood HaU
for submitting reswnes: January 28
Deadline
Notes:
Special

ADTRAN, INC.
laterview Date: 02/26199 12:00:00 AM
http://ww w.adtran . com
Scbedule No: 629
Position: -Full-Time: Design Engineer
Location: HWltsville, Alabama
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Oal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
CMPEP
CMPEM
CMPEB
ELECM
ELECB
CMPED
D
ELEC
ELECP
Remarks: Infotmation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting reswnes: January 28
ALLTEL CORPORAT ION
latervlew Date: 03/16199 12:00:00 AM

http://ww w.alltel.c om
Schedule No: 554
Position: -Full-Time: Clinet Server Developer
Location: Little Rock. AR
Minimwn GPA: 2.95
Grad Oal<: 1210119812:0 0:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only

StatUJ: ("cdve

CMPS B
AMTH M
AMTH B
MGTS M
MGTS B
CMPS M
p.m.
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING : Monday. March 15·6:00
for submitting resumes: FebDeadline
Notes:
Special
UCE
Silver & Gold Room
ruary24
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY
Interview Date: 02111199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 561
Position: Swnmer lntem
Location: Hannibal. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Oal<: 12101199 12:00:00 AM 10 12101 /01 12:00:00 AM
Status: Cancel
Senior
Classification: Junior
Sign·Up Method : PRS-CLOSE D
MGTSB
CMPSB
CHEB
Special Notes: OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: January 28 . 8:00 '.m.
AMERICAN MANAGEM ENT SYSTEMS, INC
laterview Date: 02114199 12:00:00 AM

http://www .amsinc.co m
Schedule No: 589
Position: ·Full-Time: Conswtant
Location: All AMS locations
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Dal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 'IO 12101199 12:00:00 AM
StatUI: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
CMPEB
CIVLM
CIVLB
CMPSM
CMPSB
CMPEM
ELECB
ECONM
ECONB
EMANM
EMANB
ELECM
MECHB
ENPLM
ENPLB
MGTSM
MGTSB
MECHM
• 7:00 p.m .•
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING : Tuesday. February 23
Missouri Room - UCE
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 3
ANHEUSER BUSCH
Interview Date: 03/03/99 12:00:00 AM
www.anheuser-busch.com
Schedule No: 579
Trainee
Position: ·Summer Intern & Fwl-Time: MIS Associate; Management
Location: Sl Louis. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.65
Grad Oal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 12101 /0 1 12:00:00 AM
Grad Stu.
Senior
Classification : Junior
StatUI: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS.()pen
CMPSB
CMPEM
CMPE B
MGTSB
CMPSM
MGTSM
6:00 p.m.
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITME NT MEETING: Monday, March I •
with the
Centennial Hall West - UCE Copy of transcript should be submitted
interview.
the
to
taken
be
resume and/or copy of transcript showd
19
February
reswnes:
submitting
for
Deadline
Notes:
Special
Information on position available in 30t Norwood Hall

ANHEUSER BUSCH
latervlew Date: 03/03199 12:00:00 AM
Position: ·Full-Time & Suntmc'r loteln: Project Engineering Group
Location : Sl Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Dal<: 12101198 12:00:00 AM In 12101/0112:0 0:00 AM
Statui: Active
Gnd Stu.
Senior
Classification: Junior
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
MECH B
CHE M
CHE B
MECHM
6:00 p.m.
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING: Mooday, March I .
Norwood
Centennial Hall West - UCE Information on position available in 301
in 301
transcript
off
drop
.
resume
the
with
Hall. Copy of transcript 10 be submitted
12February
resumes:
g
fOl'submittin
Deadline
Notes:
Special
.
Hall
Norwood
8:00 a.m.
ANHEUSER BUSCH
latervlew Date: 03l0lt99 12:00:00 AM

http ://www.a nheuser-bu sch .com

Position: ·Full-Time &. Summer In&c:m: Power & Control Systems
Location: Sl Louis.. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM In 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
Grad Stu.
Senior
Classification : Junior
Statu.: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
ELECB
CMPEM
CMPEB
ELECM
• 6:00 p.m.
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING: Mooday. Man:h I
Norwood Hall
Centennial Hall West - UCEInfonna.t:ion on position available in 301
at 301 Norresumes
in
Tum
resume.
with
submitted
be
must
Copy of transcript
12
wood Hall Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February
ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND- ADM
Interview Date: 02111199 1%:00:00 AM

http:/ / www.admw orld.com
Position: Full-Time: Agricwtun.l Processing
Location: Midwest; Southeast; Southwest
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Dal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only
StatUI: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CHEB
Remarks: Copy of transcript showd be taken to the interview
Information on position available in JOt Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting reswne: January 22
ASSOCIATE S FIRST CAPITAL CORP.
Interview Date: 0V26199 11:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 710
Position: ·Full-Tirne: Portfolio Analyst
Location: Dallas, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Dal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
StatUI; Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
EMANB
AMTHB
a.m.
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 8 - 8:00
AUTOMATI ON TECHNOLO GY, INC.
Interview Date: 03/03199 11:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 688
Position: ·Full-Time: Machine Design Engr
Location: Fenton. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Oal<: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
MECHB
ELECB
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 10
BARRY-WE HMILLER COMPANY
Interview Dale: 02111199 12:00:00 AM

http://ww w.barry-w ehmiller.c om
Schedule No: 723
Minimum GPA:
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
StatUI! Active
BECHTEL CORPORAT ION
Interview Date: 03/05199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 714
cess Engr
Position: ·Full-Time: Engineering; Control Systems Engir, ChemicalJPro
Location: Unknown
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Dal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
StatUI: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
ELECB
CIVLB
CHE B
MECHB
Remarks: Information on positions available in 30t Norwood Halt
a.m.
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 12 • 8:00

BIBB AND ASSOCIATE S-CONSULT ING
Interview Date: OZlZ3I99 11:00:00 AM
http://www .bibb.com
Schedule No: 664
Position: ·Fwl·Time: Engineers
Location: Shawnee Mission, Kansas
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Oal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Statui: Active
Sign·Up Methoct PRS-CLOSE D
MECH B
ELEC B
CHE B
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 2
BIRMINGH AM STEEL
Interview Date: 02/09199 11:00:00 AM

http : //www.bir steel.com
Schedule No: 631
Position: ·Full·Time: Management Trainee
Locatioo: M"'1Jhis; aIicago; Clevdond; AIIantl; Binningbam; SeatIIe; Jadaon, MS
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Oal<: 05/01198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only
Statu.: Cancel
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
MECHB
ELECB
METB
MEETING: Sunday, February 7 - 6:30 p.m.
ITMENT
PRE-RECRU
RenwIts:
Meramec Room - UCE
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 21

BOEING - ST. LOUIS
laternew Date: 02J18199 1%:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 533
Position: ·Full·Tirne: Software Engr; Programmer/ Analyst
Location: Sl Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Oal<: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Statui: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
ELEC B
CMPS B
CMPE B

Active

Method: PRS-FCFS

aEC

: So.dentsinlmitfriD;

iWlleinJ{)IN.......t
:]10l1li)'22

HILL
"Dart: 0VI9m 11:(

eNo:645

. F~>runc: T...,.,.,

MGTSB
6:00 p.m. The
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITME NT MEETING: Wed, February 17 •
28
Gallery - ueE Snecial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January

. StLoris;Cl!iago;I
GPA; LO
1,"05.\)119912:00:00

C&R MECHANIC AL COMPANY
Interview Date: 03110/99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 698
Position: ·Fwl-Time: HVAC Project Engineer
Location: Sl Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.5
Grad Dal<: 05101199 12:00:00 AM 10 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Statui: IDactive
MECHB
Special Notes: OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: February 23 • 8:00 a.m.

fActivt

CATERPILL AR COMPANY
Interview Date: 02117199 11:00:00 AM

http://www . CAT.com
Schedule No: 624
Position: ·Fwl·Time: Marketing
Location: Unknown
Minimum GPA: 2.8
Grad Oal<: '05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Statu.: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-FCF§
ELECB
CIVLM
CIVLB
EMANM
EMANB
ELECM
METB
MECHM
MECHB
MINM
MINB
METM
PETRM
PETR B
·7:00 p.m.
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING : Tuesday, February 16

,

~Method:

PR5UOS!

'Olts:o..dIinef"'"

~

ONWEALTH ALUM
D••: OVIlI99U,

eNo:403

'1: 'FuJl·Tone: Proc:css
"'l<~~KY
IIIlIGPA: 19l

Dak: OIIOII99 IL"OO:IIO
oship: USOniy
I!

Attivt

iPM,thod; Mtnual
HB

B
~ Nolts: OPEN SIGN-U

Silver & Gold Room - UCE
and
MUST have 2.8 GPA in overal1 and major. Completed company application
301 Norwood
transcript must be submitted with reswne. Applications available in
27
January
resumes:
submitting
for
Hall. Special Notes: Deadline
CATERPILL AR COMPANY
Interview Date: 03104199 1%:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 649
Position: ·Full-Time: Engineering & Research
Location: Various
Minimum GPA: 2.8
Grad Dal<: 0510119912:00:00 AM 10 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
StatuI: Acdve
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
METM
METB
• 7:00 p.m.
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. March 3
and
The Gallery (Carver Twner Room) - UCE Completed Company Application
in 301 Nortranscript MUST be submitted with resume. Applications available
wood Hall . Interviewees showd sign up on one schedule only
Special Notes: Deldline for submitting resumes: February 11
MUST have 2.8 overall and major GPA

,

-

J(Z,jAiOtklwamnaaaa

Il'llary 10, 1999

nesday, February 10, 1999 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M i s s o u r i M i n e r - - - - - - - - - - P a g e 15
RPILLAR COMPANY
;lew DalO: 0JI04I99 \1:00:00 AM
://www. CAT. com
Iule No: 650
' n: 'Full-Time: Engineerinl & Research

~

. n: Various
umGPA: 2_8
DalO: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
ip: USIPenn Only
!

DAXCON. INC
Interview Date: 03116/99 11:00:00 AM
Position: -Full·Time: MechanicallDesign Engineer
Location: Midwest U.S.
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00 AM
StatUI: laactive
MECHB
Special Noles: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 24

Atdve

I~P Method:

PRS-Open

M

.ro:

PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. Man:h 3 - 7:00 p.m.

Gallery (Carver Twner Room) - UeE Completed Company Application and
)Cript must be submitted with reswne. Applications available in 301 Norwood
InterViewees should sign up on one schedule only Special Notes: Deadline
wbmitting resumes: February 11 ssMUST have 2.8 overall and major GPA

I'ERPILLAR COMPANY
03104/99 12:00:00 AM
:p://www.CAT.com

.me" Da'e:

ition: -Full-Time: Foundry Operations
:ltion: Mapleton
limwn GPA: 2.8
~ Dale: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 10 12/01/99 12:00:00 AM
fm,sbip: USIPenn Only

r,:Acdve
P-Up Method: PRS-Open

£CB
£CM
;cHB
;cHM

mub: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. Mareh 3 - 7:00 p.rn.
• G~lery (Carver Turner Room) - UCE Completed Company Application and
pscriPt must be submitted with resume. Applications available in JOt Norwood
i1J InterViewees should sign up on one schedule only Special Notes: Deadline
' submitting resume: February II MUST have 2.8 overall and majo~ GPA

DEERE & COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/09/99 11:00:00 AM
http://www.deere.com
Position: -Full-Time & Swnmer Intern: Engineering Positions
Location: Any Deere unit in the U.S. is possible
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 10 12/01/03 12:00:00 AM
CitizenShip: USlPcrm Only
Classification: Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Statui: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
MECH B
MET B
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. March 8 • 6:00 p.m Silver
& Gold Room - UCE Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 9
DIGITAL AUDIO DISC CORPORATION
loterview Date: 02111199 11:00:00 AM
http://www.sonydisc.com
Position: -Full-Time: Process Engineer
Location: Terre Haute. IN
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00
Citizenship: US Only
Statui: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELECB
MECHB
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes:
February I

ruuyJ.i:lOp.m.
tsSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY
_
D.IO: 02/11199 12:00:00 AM

oSition: -Full-Time: Engineer Associate; Engineer Technologist Associate
arion.: Wichita,KS

Inimum GPA:

2.45

;od Dale: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 10 12/01/99 12:00:00 AM

hD: Acdve
p.-IJp Method: PRS-FCFS
'.ROB
ELECB
MECHB
marks: Students interviewing should complete Company Application. Applica.IS lvailable in 301 Norwood Hall Special Notes: Deadline for submitting
,umc:s: January 22
~M HILL
IItnI<w D...: OUt 9199 12:00:00 AM
bedule No: 64S
lrition: Full-lime: Transportation Engineer
arion: Sl Louis; Chicago; Milwaukee; Des Moines
iinimum GPA: 2.0
nd D...: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM 10 12/01/99 12:00:00 AM

!

lIlY I)· 6:00p.m The

"""" lUIIIIY 28

.,ceil-I Noles: Deadline for submitting

re5tunCS;

January 29

OMMONWEALTH ALUMINUM

osition: -Full-Time: Process Engineer
tion: Lewisport, KY
(lnimum GPA: 2.95
'1d Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM 10 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
U:enship: US Only
Uu: Active

.9l-Up Method: Manual
...\THB
!ETB
-<cial Notes: OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Immediately

:8

NM

ONTECH CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS INC
atem", Dale: 03/16199 12:00:00 AM

B

lWW.contech-cpi.com
osition: -Full-Time: SaJes Engineers

M

..ocation: Nationwide

FcIr11IlY 16· 1:11l
• OOD
~.ppIiC1 N

.finimum GPA: 2.45
lrad Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
:itiztnship: USIPerm Only
It!!tatus:Inactive

aviJable. WI '"
hnUJff 21

'AM

I :
LB

PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. Mareh IS - 6:30 p.m.
~~ Room Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 23

Dale: OV23t99 12:00:00 AM

r.tP:I/cpitech.epicarp.com
.:hedule No: 338
~osition: ·Swnmer Intern: FuJI-Time: Software Engineer
..ocation: Sl Louis. MO
,{inimwn GPA: 2.75
lr1.d Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 08101/04 12:00:00 AM
~Iassification: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
ilatus: Active
iign·up Method: PRS-CLOSED
:MPEB
CMPS B
;LECB
~GTSB

Deadline for submitting resumes: February 2

EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES
loternew Date: 02118199 11:00:00 AM
Position: Full-Time: Battery Project Engineer
Location: Joplin. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05101 /99 12:00:00 AM 10 12101/99 12:00:00
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CERP
CERB
CERM
CHEM
CHEB
MECHB
CHEP
CHED
MECHD
MECHP
M
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 28

CERD

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY (GEl
Inlerview Date: 02116199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 79
Position: Full-Time: Field Engineering Program
Location: Various
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM to 06101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
MECHB
MECHM
Remarks: Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 26
GENERAL MOTORS
Interview Date: 02116199 12:00:00 AM
http://www.gm.com/edu rel1
Schedule No: 615
Position: -Summer Intern: & FuJI-Time: Project Engineer
Location: Southeast Michigan; Ohio; Indiana.; Various
Minimwn GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101 199 12:00:00 AM 10 12101/03 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Senior
Classification: Sophomore
Grad Stu.
StatUI: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CHEB
CHEM
CHEP
CMPSM
CHE 0
CMPSB
CMPSP
CMPS 0
ELECB
ELECM
ELEC P
ELEeD
EMANB
EMANM
EMANP
MECHM
EMAND
MECHB
MECHP
MECH 0
Remarl<s: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Monday. February IS - 7:00 p.m.
Missouri Room - UCE Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February
8 - 8:00 a.m.

MECH

EAGLE-PICHER INDU~TRIES
Interview Date: 0211919912:00:00 AM

Schedule No: 563
Position: Full-Time: Battery Project Engineer
Location: Joplin. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01 /99 12:00:00 AM to 12101/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CERB
CERM
CERP
CER 0
CHEB
CHEM
CHE P
CHE 0
MECHB
MECHM
MECHP
MECHD
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 28

EDS
Interview Date: 03/09199 11:00:00 AM
http://www.eds.com
Schedule No: 70 I
Position: -Full-Time: Infonnation Analyst Development Program
Location: Sl Louis. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 0510 1199 12:00:00 AM 10 08/0119912:00:00
Citizenship: USlPcrm Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
MGTSB
CMPS B
ELEC B
Remarl<s: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. Mareh 8 - 6:00 p.m. 201
Norwood Hall Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 16
EMPIRE DISTRICT ELECTRIC COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/09199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: ~80
Position: -Full-Time: Structural Engr; System Planning Engr; Protection & Substation Engr
Location: Joplin. MO
Minimum GPA : 2.0
Grad Date: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM to 08 /01199 12 :00:00
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVL B
ELEC B
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 15
EXCEL CORPORATION
Interview Date: 01126/99 12:00:00 AM
http://www .excelmeats.com
Position: -Full-Time: Engineers
Location: NE; TX; KS; IL; AR; lA; CA CO; MO; IN; PA
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05101 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08/0119912:00:00
Sialus: Active
Sign-Up Method : PRS-CLOSED
CHE B
MECH B
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 5

FIRST BRANDS CORP
Interview Dlte: 03103/99 11:00:00 AM
http://www.firstbrands.com
Schedule No: 4S5
Position: -FuJI-Time: Production Engineer/Supervisor
Location: Rogers. Arkansas
Minimum GPA: 2.45
,rad Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00 AM
3tatuI: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELECB
EMAN B
MECHB
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 10

GEORGE BUTLER ASSOCIATES, INC
Interview Date: 02115199 11:00:00 AM
http://www.gbutler .com
Schedule No: 438
Position: -Summer Intern and Full-Time
Location: Lenexa, KS; Kansas City. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.85
Grad Date: 05101 /9912:00:00 AM to 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
Classification: Junior
Senior
Grad Stu.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLDSED
CIVLB
CIVLM
ELECB
ELECM
MECHB
MECHM
Remarks: Students interviewing should complete Company Application. Applications available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 4
HALLMARK CARDS INC
Interview Date: 02125/99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 619
Position: -Full-Time: Engineering/Section Manager
Location: Kansas and Missouri
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM to 12101/99 )2:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Acdve
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CMPEB
CMPEM
ELECB
ELECM
EMANB
EMANM
MECHB
MECHM
Remarl<s, PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Wednesday, February 24 - 6:30
p.m. Mark Twain Room Information on position available in 301 Norwood HaJl
Students interviewing should take a copy of their resume and a transcript to the
interview. Special Noles: Deadline (or submitting resumes: February 4
HARRIS CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03/03/99 12:00:00 AM
http://www.harris.com/college
Schedule No: 621
Position: -Full-Time: Electrical Engineer
Location: Quincy. II
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05/01 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Status: Acdve
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELECB
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 10

Page 16--------------------11issouriNliner---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Wednesday, February 10, 1
HICKORY TECH CORP-MANKATO C ITIZENS TELEPHONE
Interview O.'e: 01/09199 12:00:00 AM
http ://www.hickorytech . com
Schedule No: 665
Position: -Full-Time: Engineering Management Development
Location: Mankato. MN
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Dale: 05/0119912:00:00 AM '0 08101199 12:00:00 AM
SlJItus: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CIVLB
ELEC B
EMANB
MECHB
Remarks: Information on postion available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes : Deadline fo r submitting resumes: January 25

HAYTER ENG INEER ING, INC.

Interview D.'e: 03/17199 12:00:00 AM
Position: -Full-Time : Assistant Design Engineer
Location: Paris. Texas
Minimum GPA: 2.7S
G ..d Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM '00810 1199 12:00:00 AM
SUilus: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVLB
Remarks: lnfonnation on company and position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Transcript should be: submitted with resume
NOTE: No campus interview - collecting resumes to send company only.
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 12 - 8:00 a.m.
HEWLETT PACKARD
lotcrview Date: 02111199 12:00:00 AM
Position: ·Full·Time: SW Engineer
Location: Richardson, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Gr.ld Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM '0 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: Manual
CMPE B
CMPS B
ELEC B
Special Notes: OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: January 28 • 8:00 a.m.

HILCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Interview Dale: 03/01/99 12:00:00 AM
http://ww-w.hilco.com
Position: ·FuJI-Time: SoftwarelProject Engineer
Location: SL Louis/Chicago
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Gr.ld Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM to 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Actin
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CHEB
CHEM
CHEP
CHED
CMPEB
CMPEM
CMPE P
CMPED
CMPSB
CMPS M
CMPS P
CMPSD
ELECB
ELEC M
ELECP
ELECD
EMANB
EMANM
EMANP
EMAN 0
MECHB
MECHM
MECHP
MECHD
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 8
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ILLINOIS DEPT OF TRANSPORTATJQII
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'p: USJPtml Only

Minimum GPA: 2.0
tl luctht
Grad D,te: 12101198 I 2:00:00. AM to 12101
12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only
Status: In active
CIVLB
Remarks: Those students whose und
degree came from a non-ABET·accredited
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Company Application and information av
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must complete a Company Application.
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Interview Date: 02/25199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 397
Mil
Position: ·Full·Time: Civil EngineerTraiDrI:
Location: lIIinois - Statewide
Minimum GPA: 2.0
T MINING GROUP
Grad D,te: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM to 12101
wo.tt:OlI09R9U
12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
SlJItus: Inactive
CIVLB
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lege MUST have already passed the EIT
G
Company Application and information a
C
in 301 Norwood Hall. Students interviewm,
must complete a Company Application. : S.
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Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS-ALT
EMANB
EMANM
MECHB
MECHM
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting
January 21
!XC COMMUNICATIONS
loterview Date: 03/09199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 477
Position: ·Full·Time: ·See below & inC!
ll!ARK llITERNATlO
tion available in 301 Norwood Hall
it'll' DIIt: 01lt11991 i
Location: Austin, TX
• eNo: S9S
Minimum GPA: 2.0
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Grad Dale: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM 10 08101
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Are All Dead
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INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY
loterview Date: 02109199 11:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 670
Position: ·Full·Time: Engineer in Trainm,
Location: Mayfield, KY
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Gr.ld D'te: 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 1210

l4 1 -4~n

Marl< J_
For All
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Ailments

Larry

I

a
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c"lied

Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
ELEC M
Remarks: PRE-RECRUlTMENT MEETJN<i~
'
Monday. March 8 • 6:30 p.m - Meramcc
UCE ·Systems Testing; Systems Engr,
Development; Data Services Engr; SystemS
Design Engr, Facilities & Construction EDv.
Network Planning; Strategic Planning;
Marketing; Field Operations; NOC
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting
February 16
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LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC
Inter view Date: 02/ 11 /99 12:00:00 AM

http://www.lexmark.com

http://www.lsil ogic.com

sirion: ·Full·Time: Sales Engineer

Schedule No: 598
Position: Full·Time: Infonnation not avail able
Location: Infonnat ion not available
Minimum GPA : 2.95
Gr.1d Dale: 0510 1199 12:00:00 AM to 07/0 1/99 12 :00:00 AM
Status: Cancel
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELECB
CMPS B
CM PS M
ELECM
MECHB
MECHM
Special Noles: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 21

Position: Full-Time: Design Engr ; Process Engr; Test Engr; Eq uipment Engr;
Product Engr
Location: California; Kansas Colorado
Minimum GPA : 2.0
Grad Date : 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 12/01199 12:00;00 AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only
S ta tu s: Active
Sign -Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CHEM
CHEP
CHEB
CHE D
CMPE B
CMPEM
CMPE P
CMPE D
ELEC B
ELEC M
ELEC P
ELECD
MECHB
MECHM
MECHP
MECHD
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING : Wednesday, February 10 - 7:00 p.m. lOS
Mechanical Engineering Building Special Notes; Deadline fo r submitting resumes:
Jan. 2 1

.cation: Nationwide
inimum GPA : 2.95
-ad Date: 05 /01199 12:00:00 AM to 0810 1/99 12:00:00 AM
tizenship: US!PemlOnly
Iltus: Active
gn-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
VIPE B
CMPE M
ELEC B
.EC M
ECHB
ECHM
,marks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Wednesday, February 17 - 7:00
m. Meramec Room· UeE Infonnation on position available in 30 1 Norwood
111 Special Notes: Deadline for submitti ng reswnes: January 28
HENCE CO RPORATION OF AMERICA
lterview Date: 03/29/99 11:00:00 AM

: tp:/ / www.keyence.com
;hedule No: 5 10
)sirion: ·Full-Time: Inside Application Engineer
xation: St Louis, MO
,inimum GPA: 2.45
rad Dale: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 0810119912:00:00 AM
itizenship: US/Penn Onl y

tatus: In active
ERB

HEB
IVL B
LECB
MANB
rECH B

CIVLM

1IIcn.,,,,,

IIIClI-ABET.acmdi ' peeial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: March 8
~I"!l<dIh<EIT
io'llldiof_;." lEWITCONSTRUCTION UNDERGROUND DlV.

_y

lJl. Snxlallsintmic

lkrvitw Date: 02111199 11:00:00 AM

Applin;... chedule No: 567
EN SlGN·UP DATE: osition: ·Summer Intern; and Full-Time Field Engineers/Office Engineers
ocarian: North America; Puerto Rico
finimwn GPA : 2.0
;rad 0. .. : 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
OF T'RANSPORTA tatus: Acdve
!1I15m l1:00:00 M :lassification: Junior Senior
ign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS

~:EngiDetrT :::~a~Notes: Deadline ~~!mitting resumes: January 21

91ILw.ro AM.I

;:JEWIT MINING GROUP
ntervlew Dace: 02109199 12:00:00 AM

lttp : //www.k iewit.c om

"",Only

.chedule No: 667

'osition: ·Swnmer Intern & Full-Time: Entry Level Engineer

CIVLM

t.ts~1IIJitrgI ~tion: Montana and Wyoming

aoon-ABET]" ~Immwn GPA: 2.0

Wdy"""Ih< E

. miin£

lion

: Studen: "

:~d Dale: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1102 12:00:00 AM
~ lnzenshIP: USIPerm Only
~ll1SSification : Sophomore
JWlior
Senior

ApplicatiuL .btul: Acdve
:N-UPDAT :ign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
' :rVLB
MIN B
lemarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Monday, February 8 - 6:00 p.m.
COMPANY
l'Ieramec Room· VeE Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January

1

:

".ill:11I1:11I1

me:

IMBERLY CLARK CORPORATION
~in Tnil lterview Date: 03/04199 12:00:00 AM

2

Id,KY
+45

ctp://www.kimberly-cla r k.com

No: 545
m11:00:00 AM kin ;hedule
Jsition: - Summer Intern & Full·Time:

.
h . IE '
Electrical Engmeer; Mec amca ngmeer

ocation: Various U.s. locations
linimum GPA: 2.75
pR$-FCFS-ALT
,tad Date: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 12101101 12:00:00 AM
f->JAN M :i tizenship: US/Perm Only
:lassification: Junior
Senior
.tatus: Acdve
:ign-Up Method: PRS-Open
,LEC B
MECH B
temaro: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Wednesday, March J - 7:00 p.m.
Aeramec Room· UCE Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
ICATIONS
ipccial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February I I

0J,QI,'9!U:11I\:11I1

iD<= ,S/<!xIow&' LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, rNC
~I N,....c>d iWI

Interview Date: OZlIl /99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 598
Position: Full·Time: Information not available
10 :OO:Ol}Jlt.Il~ Location: Information not available
!M Il: .
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05 /01199 12:00:00 AM to 07/0119912:00:00 AM
IV::

Status: Can ttl

pRS-lli>"ELf.CM
...ruEJII M!fI
1iCRu,," _M"""

Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CMPS B
CMPS M
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B .
MECH M
1·6:30p.Dl f;.!T, Special NOleS: Deadline for submlltmg reswnes: January 21
IcsriD~SY""" S)<I
",S<rVi",ElI9'. 1 LEXMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC
I.t.rvlew Daleo 02111 /99 12,00,00 AM

:iliti<S&C~1
~NOC

LSI LOG IC
Interview Date: 02111199 12:00:00 AM

'HNSON CONTROLS
tervlew Date: 0211819912:00:00 AM
hedule No : 538

http.lIwww .lexmark . com

)CadIin<f"'~ ~~~:~~ ~~;I~;~me

Infonmarion not available
Location: Information not available
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05/01 /99 12:00:00 AM to 07/01/99 12 :00:00 AM

Status: Canttl
Sign-Up MethocJ, PRS-C LOSED
ELECB
CMPSB
CMPS M
MECH M
ELEC M
MECH B
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 21

. ..-

LOGICON INC. (Northrup G rumm a n)
Interview Date: 03/0919912 :00:00 AM
Position: - Ful\·im'le: Software EngIS.; Systerns Analyst; ManberofTechnicaJ Staff
Location: Nationwide
Minimum GPA : 2.95
Grad Date: 05 /01 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08 /0119912 :00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Sta tu s: Acdve
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
AEROP
AERO B
AERO M
AMTHM
AEROD
AMTH B
CMPSB
AMTH P
AMTH D
CMPS P
CMPS D
CM PS M
ELEC P
ELEC B
ELEC M
MGTSM
MGTS B
ELEC D
MGTSP
MGTSD
PHYSB
PHYSM
PHYSP
PHYSD
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February J 6

MACKENZIE & ROTH
Interview Date: 02/ 19199 12:00:00 AM

http://www.hyperdata.com
Position: -Full·Time: Associate Consultants
Location: Sl louis. MO
Mi nimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date : 05101199 12:00:00 AM 100810 1199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USIPenn Only
Sta tu s: Acdve
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
AMTHB
AMTHM
CMPSB
CMPSM
MGTSB
MGTSM
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting ·resumes: February 8 • 8:00 a.m.

,.

------Page 18----- -------- -------1 1issQuri 11iner-- ------- -------

WRITERS
WANTED!

ay, February 10, 1999
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---- Wednesd

MASSMAN CONSTR UCTION
Inltrvlew Dale: 02116199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 597
Position : SunUllcr Intern; and Full-Time: Construction Engineer
Location: Various
Minimum GPA : 2.65
Grad Da te : 05/01/98 12:00:00 AM to 12/0 1/0 1 12:00 :00 AM

Status: Actin
Classification : Junior

-Cover campus
events

Senior

Sign·Up Method: PRS·CLOSE D
C IVLB
Special No tes: Deadli ne for submitting resumes: January 26

-Meet new people

MAYTAG APPLIANCE S
Intervi ew Da te: 01111 /99 12:00:00 AM

h t tp ://www. ma ytag.com

-Learn about
Journal ism

Position: · Full·Time: Design Engineer
Location : Newton. Iowa
Minimum GPA : 2.95
Grad Date: 05 /0119912 :00:00 AM to 08 /0 1199 12:00 :00 AM
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-FCFS
MECH B
ELEC B
Remarks: Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting reswnes: January 2 1

-MAKE
MONE Y!

Open at 11 am Tues - Sat
21 and over after 7 pm

The Missouri
Miner is looking
for writers.
Email

112 W. 8th Street
308-1903
phone

miner@ umr.edu

MBCI (Metal Building Components Inc.)
Interview Dale: 02125/99 12:00:00 AM

http://www .mbci.com
Position: Fun·Time: Design Engineers
Location: Houston. TX
M inimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Inactive
CIVLB
METB
24 •
Remarlts: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, February
6:00 p.m. 117 Mechanical Engineering Building
a.m.
8:00
10·
February
DATE:
SIGN·UP
OPEN
Speeial Notes:
MICROSOF T
Interview Date: 0l/25199 12:00:00 AM
Position: ·Summer Intern and Full·Time
Location: Redmond. Washington
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM 10 12101 /04 12:00:00 AM

Think winte r is dull??
Not at The UMR Books tore!

~rUaryE~

Status: Aedve
Classification : Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu.
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
AMTHP
AMTHM
AMTHB
CMPSM
CMPSB
AMTH D
ELECB
CMPS D
CMPS P
ELECD
P
ELEC
ELEC M
PHYSP
PHYSM
PHYSB
PHYSD
Norwood Hall
301
in
available
positions
on
Remarks: Infonnation
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 5
MISSOURI DEPT OF TRANSPOR TATION
Interview Date: 02116/99 12:00:00 AM

ht t p://www.m odot.state .mo.us
Position: ·Full·Time· see below·
Location : Statewide; Jefferson City
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05 /01/99 12:00:00 AM to 08 /01 /9912 :00:00 AM
Ci tizenship: USlPenn Only
Status: Aelive
Sign· Up Method: PRS·FCFS
CIVLM
CIVL B
Remarks: -Highway Designer; Construction Inspector, Traffic S tudies

•••• •••• •••• •••• •:
:valenti ne'S Day

Cards - Gifts
Enter our drawing by Feb.12 :
•
for the Big Brown Bear

:
•

Engineer;
Structural Design; Research & Development Assistant Students inteIView.
ing must take completed MOOOT Application and copy of their transcript
Hall
to the interview. MOOOT Applications available in 301 Norwood
will
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting reswnes: January 26 These:
be onc (I) ho ur inteIViews

•••• •••• •••• •••• •

.............. .......
'

l•
•
l certificate \0 Lucky Houoe Restauranl l
l ...· ..., ... , ...... .'

lchlnese N_V...... Fab. 16
come in ftx Fortuna CookIes &
•
enter our drawing ftx 8 $15 gift
•

~

~

AA~f~rica~n~Am~e~n~.ca~n~H~i$sto~ry~M~o~n~t~~~
.

.
Get a FREE tote bag with a $15
purchas e from the African America .
book display

~~~~¢¢ -

. /.

Ring Days - Artcarv ed repres entativ e
will be here Feb. 22-24
from 10-3

MOBILE APPLICATI ON SERVERS, INC.
Interview Date: 02115199 12:00:00 AM

http://www .mobileap ps.com
Schedule No: 654

Position: ·Summer Intern and Full·Tirne: Software Developer
Location: S1. Louis. MO
Minimum GPA : 3.45
Grad Date: 12/0119812:00:00 AM 10 1210 1/02 12:00:00 AM
Orad Stu.
Senior
C lassification: Junior
StatUI: Active
Sign·Up Method: PR5-CLOSE D
CMPS P
CMPS M
CMPS B
CMPSD
Remarks: lnfonnation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 25
MONSANTO ENVIRO-CH EM
Interview Date: 02116199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 687
Position : ·Full·Timc: Chemical Process Engineer
Location: 51. Louis. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05 /0119912:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
CHEB
15·
Remarlts: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING : Monday, February
7:30 p.m.
submitting
for
Silver & Gold Room· UCE Special Notes: Deadline
resumes: January 28

McENERY AUTOMATI ON CORPORAT ION
Inlervi ew Date: 02/17/99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 503
Position: Full· Time: Control System Engineer
Location : SL Louis. MO
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01199 12:00:00 AM to 12101199 12:00:00 AM
Slatus: Aclive
Sign·Up Method: PRS·CLOSE D
ELEC B
Remarks: BS ONLY
Specia l Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 27
NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
Inlerview Dale: 02/09199 12:00:00 AM

http: // www . nppd . c o m
Schedule No: 684
Position: ·Full·Time & Summer Interns: Engineers
Location : Cooper Nuclear Station· Brownville. NE
Minimum GPA : 2.95
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 12101 /03 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Classification : Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

Slatus: Active
Sign·Up Method: Manual
MECH B
ELEC B
8 • 6:30
Remarks: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING : Monday, February
,
p.m.
January
Missouri Room· ueE Special Notes: OPEN SIGN·UP DATE:
in
26 • 8:00 a.m. Recruiting for candidates who are interested in working
to majcr
access
with
location
rural
a
in
environment
h
power plantlhigh·tec

LL AUTOMATION
Date: 0211719911:00
'0:581
Full-r",,: Ficld 5lqJ

cities.
NOOTER CORPORAT ION
Interview Date: 03101199 12:00:00 AM

SlLooois. MO

GPA: 21
: 05~1/99 1 2:OO:OOAl
: USIl'tml OnJy
din

http://ww w.nooter.c om
Schedule No: 682
Position: ·FuJl-Time: Entry Level Engineers
Location: 51. Louis., MO
Miniml.U1l OPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM 10 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Status: Acdve
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
MECHB
EMANB
CIVLB
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 8

f<tboci: PRS-CLOSED
CERB
CMPE
EMAIl

ENPL!

MINB

PRE·RECRUlTMENl

(Cmtr Turner Rooo
JilDIW)"27

NORTHRUP -GRUMMAN CORP· ESID
Interview Date: 02/19199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 646
Enll'
Position: ·Summer Intern & Full·Time: Electrical Engr, Software
Location: Rolling Meadows, lL
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 1210119812:00:00 AM 10 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Senior
Junior
C lassification : Sophomore:
Sign·Up Method: PRS-FCFS
ELECB
CMPS B
CMPE B
PHYS B
MECH B
28
~pec ia l Notes: Deadline fo r submi tting resumes: January

ELL COLLINS
OUt: OlJllJ9S1 I! :OO

.-.....coilli ns.ro

No: S9-t
' SU/IlIDeI" lntrm; and F

Cohr lUpi"'. Iowa
GPA: 2.1
: 1 2I01~8 1 2:OO:00 A
tion: Sophomore Juni
ctirt
lelhod;

PRS-FCFS

AERO
CMPE
CMPE

OLIN CORPO RATION
Interview Date: 02/24/99 12:00:00 AM

CMPS

http: / / www . o l inbrass . c om
h tt p : // www . winc he s ter.com

ELEC

Schedule No: 368
SaIa
Position : Full-Tune: Industrial Engr, EIc<triclI Engr, I'tt>graJm1eT Anal»,;

Trainee
Location : East A lton. IL
Min imum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPmn Only
Slatus: Active
S ign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
CMPS B
AMTHM
AMTHB
ECONM
ECONB
CMPSM
EMANB
ELEC M
ELECB
METM
MET!!
EMANM
MGTSM
MGTSB
Remarks: Infonnation on positions available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 3
PANASONIC ·MATSUSHI TA HOME APPL CORP
Interview Dale: 02/26199 12:00:00 AM
Position: ·FulJ·Time: Product Development Engr, Process Engr
Location : Danville, Kentucky
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101198 12:00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Acdve
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSE D
MECHB
Remarks: Infonnation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 5

LL COlLiNS
Dale: 02lJll99 lZ:0

IVW .COUlins .rc
No: 594
'S~ lnltrn; lnd
. Cohr lUpiols, 10",
mGPA: 2.7
, ' ": 11I01m 12:11O:OO,

bDon: ~
A<th>

tM"""" PRS-FCFS
AERC
b

CMPE
CMPE

P
I

I

r

CM~

ElEc
MEe

P
N..",

MEa
' ileadiiner"sto

MMUNICATiONS [
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/10199 12:00:00 AM
Position: ·Summer Intern and FuJl·Time:
Location: Cape Girardeau.. MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
G,.d Date : 05f()1199 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Ci tizenship: USlPerm Only
StatUI: Active
Classification : Sophomore Junior Senior
Sign· Up Method: PRS-Open
MECH B
ELEC B
CHE B
Remarlts: PRE·RECRU ITMENT MEETING : CANCELLE D
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting.re swnes: February 9

0,.., 0l1",

eNo: 715

.

12:(

: 'F~I·r..
. Stl<loois.MO

GPA: t9S
It:

1 1I01~8 1 2~OO

:~1~s,p<nn00!;

BMetilod: PRs-op."

Cl.iP:

B

N"",

o...tJ.

MGT

1lkfO(su

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~i ssou ri~iner -----

__________________ Page

'ROFESSIONA L SERVICES INDUSTRV
view Dalt: 02/25/9912 :00:00 AM

.psiusa.com
IOn: -F ull-Time: Staff Engineers
~on :

1"'''''Yll

Midwest and Nationwide

num GPA: 2.0
Date' 05101/99 12,00,00 AM 10 08/01199 12 ,00,00 AM
l5 : Active
Up Method, PRS-CLOSED
.B
CIVLM
CIVLP
•D
GEE B
GEEM
P
GEE D
Irks: Students interviewi ng should take a completed Company Appl ication
ranscript to the interview. Company Applications available in 301 Norwood
Special Notes: Deadline for sUbmitting resumes: February 4

I

THEON S YST EMS CO MPANY
'View Da le: 03/01199 12:00:00 AM

;): / /www.rayjobs.com
!~~AM

Ooo.y, FcbnoiyS.

http://www. raytheon.com

ion: -Full-Time: Engineering
tion: Nationwide
mum GPA: 2.95
Date, 05101199 12,00,00 AM 1008/0 1/9912,00,00 AM
enship: US Only
IS: Active
·Up Method, PRS-Open

~~

~i~~~

~LE~HBM

IN.ijp OAT£, I
arks, PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING, Monday. Man:h I . 6,00 p.m . .
inlttesttdinwomlIIj 'r & Gold Room · VeE Special Notes: Deadline fo r submi tting resumes:
.tioowith
ng uary 9
""""", ; KWELL AUTOMAT ION
mew Date: OZll 7199 12:00:00 AM
dule No: 587
:ion: -Full-Time: Field Suppon Engineer
ItiO O: St. Louis. MO
mwnGPA : 2.2
I Date, 0510119912,00,00 AM 1008/0 1199 12,00,00 AM
enship: USlPenn Only
III: Active
-Up Method, PRS-CLOSED
.OB
CERB
CHEB
LB
CMPE B
ELEC B
~N B
EMANM
EMANP
~N D
ENPLB
MECHB
MECHB
rB
MIN B
NUCLB
' FdinmyS
RB
,arks, PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING, Tuesday, February 16·6,00 p.m.
Gallery (Carver Turner Room) • UCE Special Notes: Deadl ine fo r slIbmining
mes: January 27

'al Engr, SoIlvM

Il,oo,ooAM

Senior

ELECB

s: JanUll)' 28

' llil1OO AM

C!iPS B

ECONM

!MAN B
MflM

,JOIN"''''

",fcbtllllY l

LCORl'

WPlO<"'fDI1

I N~)llII

• JO fcbtIIIIY S
"'"

...,..,.,MI'"

JI1

Sunday, Feb. 2"1
The Etiquette Dinner
for Seniors & Grad Students
5:30pi'n
Centennial Hall
SIGN UP AT COC

-0InIng-___

A 5 course mesl to review manners
expected in the professional world!
-..DM-.

_to JlOU by_c.--~~.

: KWELL COLLINS
rview Date: 02/ 11/99 12:00:00 AM
p; / / www. colll i ns_rockwell.com
:dule No: 59 4
tion : · Summer Intern; and Full·Time Technical Staff Member
arion: Cedar Rapids, Iowa
imum GPA: 2.7
d Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 12/01 /02 12:00:00 AM
isification: Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu.
tus: Active
,·Up Method, PRS-FCFS
;tOB
AEROM
AEROP
[to D
CMPE B
CMPE M
CMPSB
CMPE D
PE P
CMPSD
PS M
CMPSP
OC B
ELEC M
OCP
oCD
.CHB
.CHM
:CH P
:CHD
:cial Notes: Deadline fo r submitting resumes: January 21
.CKWELL COLLINS
ervlew Date: 02/11 /99 12:00:00 AM
t.p; / /www.colllins.rockwell
ledule No: 594
.ilion: · Swnmer Intern; and Full·Time Technical StafTMember
~tion : Cedar Rapids. Iowa
nimum GPA: 2.7
.d Date, 12101198 12,00,00 AM 10 12101102 12,00,00 AM
Senior
Grad Stu.
lSSification: Sophomore
Junior
It UI : Active
:n·Up Method, PRS-FCFS
,RO B
AEROM
AERO P
CMPEM
, RO D
CMPEB
~P E P
CMPE D
CMPSB
~PS M
CMPS P
CMPSD
ELEC P
.EC B
ELEC M
MECHM
_EC D
MECH B
ECHP
MECHD
~i al Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 2 1

IC COMMUNICATIONS INC
'I....... Date; 03/16/99 11,00 ,00 AM
:hcdule No: 715
)sition: ·Fu1l·Time
>cation, Sl Louis, MO
inimum GPA: 2.95
rod Date, 12101198 12,00,00 AM 10 12101/99 12,00,00 AM
itizmship: US/Perm Only
talus: Active
,gn-Up MethOlt PRS-Open
MPE B
CMPS B
ELEC B
IECHB
MGTSB
peciat Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February IS - 8:00 a.m.

-

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE

ON THEIR WAY TO TIlE TOP.
If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore, you can
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge. a paid
five-week course in
leadership.
Apply now! You'll

I

develop the leadership
skills and self-confid ence you need to
succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
officer training when
you return to campus
next fall.

ARMY ROTC
mE SMARTEST COUECE COURSE !liD tAN 1HE

For details. visit Room 30 I, Harris Hall or call
341-6807

19·

Page20--------------------11issouriNtiner---------------------------------------------------------------------------SCHLUMBERGER
Interview Dlte: 03/09/9912:00:00 AM
http://www.slb.com/
http:/ / ultimatejob com
Schedule No: 57 1
Position: -Full ·Time: Field Engineer
Location: Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12/0 1/9812:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Salus: Active
Sign·Up Method: PR5-Opcn
AMTH B
AMTH M
CHE B
CHEM
~~B
CHEMM
CIVL B
CIVL M
CMPE B
CMPE M
CMPS B
CMPS M
ELEC B
ELEC M
EMAN B
EMAN M
MECH B
MECH M
NUCL B
NUCL M
PETR B
PETR M
PHYS B
PHYSM
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. March 8 • 7:00 p.m.
The Gallery (Carver·Turner Room) - UCE Information on position available in 30 1
Norwood Hall Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 9

SMITH & COMPANY
Interview Dat~: 02109199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 68 1
Position : ·Full·Time: Civl Engineer
Location : Poplar Bluff. MO
Minimum GPA : 2 .0
Grad Date: 05101 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign· Up Method: Manual
CIVLB
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 25

SIEBE APPLIANCE CONTROLS
Inte.rview Date: 03/02199 11:00:00 AM
h ttp://www.siebappliance. c om
Schedule No: 69 1
Position: -Full-Time & Swnmer Intern : Manufacturing Engineer
Location : West Plains, MO
Minimum GPA : 2.65
Grad Date: 12/0 1/9812:00:00 AM to 12/01 /02 12 :00:00 AM
Grad Stu.
Senior
Junior
Classification: Sophomore
S tatus: Active
Sign· Up Method: PRS-Open
ELEC B
MECH B
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 9

./

Dinner with

ASUM's 12th Annual

JimSnitfer

Stutfent £066y (]Jay

UM System Lobbyist

Showcasing UM System Students

r

SUM.

SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
Interview Date: 02111199 12:00:00 AM
http://www.si g ma.sial . com
Schedule No: 553
Position: -Summer Intern· see belowLocation : St. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 0510119912 :00:00 AM to 12101/04 12 :00:00 AM
Cil izenship: USlPenn Only
Classification: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: Manual
CHEB
CHEMB
L1FS B
MGTSB
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, February 10 ·5:00
p.m. Mark Twain Room · UCE
NOTE: Company does NOT provide housing or relocation for interns.
• Analytical Lab Tech; Packaging Tech; Pricing Analysis Intern;
ShipperlWarehouse Rep; Environmental Compliance Intern
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 19

Date: Thursday, Feb 18
Time: 6: 30-8 :00 PM
Place: Missouri Room, UCE

Date: Wednesday, Feb 24
Time: 1:30-3:30 PM
Place: State Capitol Building

Preview ASUM's
Annual
Student Lobby Day and hear an
update on the legislative issues
affecting the UM System.

Take advantage of this rare opportunity
to provide legislators with a first hand
look at current research, recent awards,
and/or community service projects.

Reservation deadline Monday, February 15

Participant forms
February 12.

are

due

The Associated Students of the University of Missouri

212

uew. 341-4970. umrasum@Umr.edu

• htto:llwww.umr.edul-umrasuml
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SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Interview Date: 02117199 12:00:00 AM
http://www.swri.org
Schedule No: S64
Position: -Full·Time: Analyst; Scientist; Engineer
Location: San Antonio. TX and Others
Minimum GPA : 2.95
Grad Date: 12/01/98 12:00:00 AM to 12/01/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Stilus: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS·FCFS
CHEMB
CHEMM
CHEM P
CMPSM
CMPSB
CHEMD
CM PSP
CMPSD
ELECB
ELECM
ELECP
ELEC D
MECHB
MECHM
MECHP
MECHD
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING : Tuesday. February 16·7:00 p.m.
Missouri Room - UCE Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: Januuy
27
SOUTHWESTERN PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
Interview Date: 02112199 12:00 :00 AM
http://www.psco.com
Schedule No: 53 1
Position: - Summer Intern ; Full·Time
Location: Texas .
Minimum GPA: 2.2
Grad Date: 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 12/01/02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Classification: Senior Grad Stu.
Status: Cancel
Sign·Up Method: PRS·CLOSED
CIV LB
CIVLM
ELECB
ELECM
MECHB
MECHM
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thuo<day. February II ·6:00 p.•
20 1 Norwood Hall Special Notes: DeadJine for submitting resumes: January 22
SPORLAN YALVE
Interview Dale: 03/03/99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 436
Position: -Full·Time: Sales Engineer
Location: Training in Washingtoo, MO; then to a rr9acrmetrqX>litan area of the
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date: 12/01198 12:00:00 AM to 08/01199 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-Open
EMANB
MECH B
Remarks: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING : Tuesday. March 2 . 5:30 p.rn.
& Gold Room· UCE Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes:
February 10

pCS-IT s~IIi'1 O
.D,,,:o~Il:

, ...."".spri ntpCS

e No: S88
•
· ' Full.urn< EngIn
· !(JnlJlCi~ ""

· GPA: ~9S
'"

1 2i01~8 12:OO:0

tion: Senior Gnd

B

M

· PRE·RECRUITME
·nRoom.UCE Inf
NoleS: Deadline fOf S

u.s.

SPRINT
Interview Date: 02117199 12:00:00 AM
http://law . sp rint. com http: //www . sprint
Schedule No: 668
Position: ·Full·Ti me : Regional Systems Administrator; Regional Engr I·Switci
Administrato
Location: New Century, KS
Minimum GPA: 3.45
Grad Date: 12/01198 12 :00:00 AM to 08101199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CMPS B
ELEC B
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 27
SPRINT
Intervi~w Date: 02/ 17199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 530
Position: · Full·Time: Associate Engineer
Location: Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101 /99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /99 12:00:00 AM
C itizenship: USIPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: Manual
AMTHB
CMPSB
ELECB
MGTSB
PHYSB
Remarks: PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETrNG: Tuesday. February 16· 7:00 p.m
Meramec Room - Refreshments will be served.
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 27

SPRINT
Interview Dlte: 02llS/99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 551
Position: -Summer Intern and Ful)·Time: Network Engineer
Location: Kansas City, MO Metro Area
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05101/99 12:00:00 AM to 12101 /01 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Classification: JWlior Senior
Sign·Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELECB
RcmarIts: PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday. February 24 • HID
p.rn.
Menmec Room· VCE Information on position lVaillble in 301 Norwood HaD
Specill Notes: Deadline for subrnittinl resumes: February 4

Mtthod: PRS-FCFS

ME(

Actin

Method: PRS-FCFS

MEC
NOles: DeadlinefofSJ

ENTRAL INTELLlG·
" ' Due: OUIIJ99 12:
11w.vw.odci.govfcia

eNo: S66
: ' SUl'llI'!lerlnlcm;aIII

n: NonbernVirginia
GPA: 2.9S
~: 1 lI01~812:~
~:

US Only

Qtion: Freshman Sot

'I :Acth"t

pMethod: PRS.FCFS
8
M
B

M

CIVJ
CMf

~
GEE

ew

--~----------------------------------~-

February 10 ~

,l~ ednesday, Febru ary 10, 1999

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~issouri~iner---------------------- Page21

RINT
crvltw Datt: OU2S199 12:00:00 AM

Interview Dale: 02/11 /99 12:00:00 AM
http://www.usg.com

tp://lsw.sprint.com

ecial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 4

Schedule No : 600
Posi tion: -Full-Time: Project Engineer; Mining Engineer
Loeation ' Projcd Engr·v..rious US. locations; Mining Engr. ShooI.IN or Sper.
ry,1A
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date : 05101199 12:00:00 AM to 12/01199 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPenn Only
Status: Actin
Sign·Up Method, PRS·FCFS
C IVL B
ELEC B
MECH B
MIN B
Remarks, PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING , Wednesday. February 10
- 7:00 p.m. 201 Norwood Hall Special Notes: Deadline for submirting
resume: February I

'RINT PCS. IT Staffi ng Operations

UN IGRAPH ICS SOLUTIONS

"mew Da'e, 03/04199 12,00,00 AM

Interview Date: 02125199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 591
Position: -Swnmer Intern & Full-Time: -See below
Location: SL Louis; Detroit
Minimum GPA : 2.7
Grad Date: 12101/9812 :00:00 AM to 12/01/03 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Classification: Sophomore Jun ior Senior Grad Stu.
Sign·Up Method, PRS-{;LOSED
CMPSP
CMPSB
CMPSM
MECHM
CMPSD
MECHB
MGTSB
MECHP
MECHD
MGTSD
MGTSM
MGTSP
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 4

http;l/www.sprint.com

lcdule No: 662
iilian: ·Summer Intern and Full-Time: Directional Planer
cation: Overland Pari::, KS

nimum GPA: 2.95
od Date' 05/0 1199 12,00,00 tiM to 12101/01 12,00:00 AM
LSsification: Junior Senior
Itul:Ac:tin
;n·Up Method, PRS·CLOSED
~PE B
ELEC B
marks, PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING , Wednesday, February 24 . 5,00

n.
:ramec Room-UeE Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall

FoOno,y

~ttin

16. 1:OO Pi tp://www.sprintpcs.com

g-

I~'

hedule No, 588
( sition: +Full-Tirne: Engineer, Analyst's; Administrator; Programmer

I :!O~ ~;~2~~ty area
I -ad Da""

1210.198 '2,00,00 AM In 08/01199 '2:00,00 AM

assification: Senior

Grad Stu.

ItuS: Active
~·Up

Itt

III

AiijI

Method, PRS-Open

.tTHB
.tTHM
.tPEB
.tPEM
.tPS B

I

.tPSM

I

:ON B
:ON M
. EC B
.ECM
GTSB
GTSM
.y,F'bnwj ll.6,OO :marks, PRE-RECRU ITMENT MEET ING, Wednesday, March 3 • 6,30 p.m.
Twain Room - UeE Infonnation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
lIingresumcs:JiIl
)Ceil) Notes: Oead1ine for submitting resumes: February 11

m

RANSAMERICAN POWER PRODUCTS INC
Iterview Date: 02112/99 12:00:00 AM
:hedule No: 674

)sition: ·FuJ l-Timc: Staff Engineer

UNITED MCG ILL C ORPORATION

l a terview Date: 03/t0199 12:00:00 AM
www.jobweb.org/emp l oyer/unitedme.htm
Sehedule No, 623
Position: -Full-Time & Summer Intern: Sales Engineer
Location: VariollS Nationwide
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Da"" 1210 . 198 12,00,00 AM 10 08/01/99 12,00,00 AM
C itizenship: USlPenn Only
Classification : Senior Grad Stu.
Statui: Active
Sign-Up Method, PRS-Open
MECHB
C IVL B
Remarks: Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 17

WRII ERS WANTED: Are you ir'1tE!n5ed il vo1<i1g on Wissoui Miler?
Email us at miner@umr . edu

Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime.
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Put thai college degree 10 use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful compl elion of the Officer Training
School. you will become a commissioned Air Force officer w ith
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay. medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. For more on how to qualify
and get your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
1·800-423·USAF, or visit our website at
www.airforce.com
www.airfprce.com
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xation: Houston. TX

00 AM

'Y, Mmh 2· SolO
:mitring resumes:

:inimum GPA: 2.0
rod Date, '210119812,00,00 AM

In 08/0'199 12,00:00 AM
tatu.: Active
Ign·Up Method, PRS-FCFS
IVL B
MECH B
)(Cial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 29

RANSAMERICAN POWER PRODUCTS INC

Itemew nate : OlllU99 12:00:00 AM
ttp://www . tappinc.com

rint .com

:.hedule No: 674
~si tion : ·Ful\·Time: Staff Engineer
ocation: Houston, TX

[inimum GPA: 2.0
rad Dale: '2101/9812,00,00 AM to 08/01/99 '2:00,00 AM

URS GREINER WOODWARD CLYDE
Interview Date: 03/03199 12:00:00 AM

http://www.wee.com

www.eybernet

Schedule No: 697
Position: -Full·Time: Staff Environmental Engineer
Location: Overland Park, KS
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date, '210119812,00:00 AM In 08/01/9912,00,00 AM
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method, PRS-Open
CHE B
CHE M
CIVL B
CIVL M
GEE B
GEE M
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Watch for our ad in the
Miner
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 10

ign·Up Method, PRS·FCFS
IYLB
MECHB
pecial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 29
.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
:J lerview D.ate: 01/11199 12:00:00 AM

uary 21

ttp://www.odci.gov/cia

chedule No: 566

~AM

osition: ·Summer Intern; and Full-Time
ocation: Northern Virginia
linimum GPA: 2.95
ilild Date: 1210 1198 12:00:00 AM to 12101 /04 12:00:00 AM
:itizenship: US Only
:lassification : Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu.
tatus: Active
ign·Up Method, PRS·FCFS
:IVLB
CIVLM
CMPEB
:MPE M
CMPS B
CMPS M
ECON M
ELEC B
.CON B
ENPL B
ENPL M
:LEC M
;EE B
GEE M
H1ST B
I1STM
~emarks, PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING , Wednesday, February 10·6,00

I

~ febNl'l'16.1>O '.m
y,
"he Gallery (Carver-Turner Room) UCE
lI~ry21

ipecial Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: January 21

J S. DEPT OF DEFENSE-NAVY RECRUITIN
Interview Date: 02/16199 12:00:00 AM
khedule No: 658
?osition: -Summer Intern and Full-Time: Engineering
Location: East and West Coast
'iinimum GPA: 2.95
:Jrad Date : 12101 198 12:00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
CitizenShip: US Only
)tatus: Active
Classification: Sophomore
J unior
Senior
Grad Stu.
Sign-Up Method : Manual
A&S M
ENG B
""",,24. A&S B
",",y.f
ENG M
M&M B
M&M M
Special NOles: OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: February 2 - 8:00 a.m.

u.s. GYPSUM COMPANY

669$
-------------.---1
.... """'_6>Ow...... .,...-.."'==

UTILITY ENGINEERING
Interview Date: 02112199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 692
Position: ·Full-Time: Engineer
Location: Amarillo, TX; Denver, CO
Minimum GPA: 2.5
Grad Da"', 1210119812,00,00 AM to 08/01/99 '2 ,00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: Manual
CIVL B
CIVL M
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MECH M
Remarks, PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING, Cancelled
Special Notes: OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: January 28 - 8:00 a.m.
VIRON ENERGY SERVICES

Interview Date: 02116199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 596
Position: Full-Time: Project Engineer
Location: Kansas City
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /99 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method, PRS-FCFS
ELEC B
MECH B
Remarks: Infonnation on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Special Notes : Deadline for submitting resumes : January 26
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WAL-MART STORES INC-

Interview Date: 03/ 11199 12 :00:00 AM
http://www.wal-mart.com
Position: -Summer Inlern & Full-Time: Entry Level Programmer
Location : Bentonvi lle. Arkansas
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date, 1210.198 '2,00,00 AM In 12101/01 ' 2,00:00 AM
Grad Stu.
Classification : Junior
Senior
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method, PRS·Open
CMPS B
CMPS M
MGTS B
MGTSM
Remarks: PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Wednesday. March 10
6:00 p.m.
Meramec Room - UCE Special Noles : Deadline for submilting
resumes: February 18

I
I
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Ilwn
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------------------Page 22 - - - - - - - - - - M issouri M i n e r - - WARNER JENKINSON CO. INC.
Intuview Dal~ : 02125199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 593
Position: Full -Time: Color Chemist
L.ocation: St Lo uis, MO
Minimwn GPA : 2.75
Grad Date: 0510 1199 12:00:00 AM to 08 /0 1/99 12:00 :00 AM
Citizenship: USIPerm Only
Statu5: Acti ve
S;gn-Up Me.hod, PRS-CLOSE D
CHEMB
Rem3rks: In formation on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall
Special Notes: Deadline for submitting resumes: February 4
W ELLS MANU FACTURI NG C OM PANY
Intervi ew Date: 0 2111 / 99 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 647

Position : Summer Intern: Full-Time: · See below
Location: Woodstock. IL
Minimum GPA : 2.0
Grad Dale, 12101198 12,00,00 AM 10 1210 1/0 1 12,00,00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Senior
Classi fi cation: Junior
Status: Active
PRS-FCFS
S;gn-Up Melhod,
MET B
MECH B
EMAN B
10 - 5,00
Remarks, PRE-RECRU ITM ENT M EETING, Wednesday, February
Me tallurgist; Project MetalProcess
·
Building
Engineering
Mechanical
7
J
I
p.m.
lurgist; Plant Metallurgist; Project Engineer
Special Notes: Deadl ine for submitting resumes: January 25

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Wednesd ay. February 10. 19

WESTAR CORPORAT ION
Interview Date: 03/ 17/99 12:00:00 AM
ht t p : // www . we s tar .com
Position: -Full· Time & Summer Intern: Software Developer.i
Location: Sl Louis. Misso uri
Min imum G PA: 2.7
Grad Da te: 1210 1/98 12:00:00 AM to 1210 1/01 12:00:00 AM
CitizenShip: USlPerm Only
G rad Stu.
Senior
Classification: Junior

ANSWE RS TO CROSS WORD PUZZL E
PUZZLE APPEARS ON PAGE 12.

Sta tus: Inactive
ELECM
ELEC B
CMPS M
CMPE M MPS B
CMPE B
Specia l Notes: Deadline for submitti ng resumes: February 24
WILLIAMS COMPANIE S
Interview Date: 02109/99 12:00:00 AM
Position: - Summer In tern : and Full·Time positions
Location: Tul sa, OK
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Da te: 05 /01 /99 12:00:00 AM to 12101102 12:00:00 AM
Sta tus : Active
Grad SIU.
Senior
Junior
Classifica tion: Sophomore
S;gn-Up Melhod, PRS-FCFS
CIVL P
CIVL M
CIVL B
CM PS M
CMPS B
CIVL D
ELEC B
D
PS
CM
CMPS P
ELEC D
ELEC P
ELEC M
ENP LP
ENPLM
ENPL B
MGTS M
B
MGTS
ENP L D
MGTS D
MGTSP
8 - 6:30 p.m.
Remarks : PRE·REC RUITM ENT MEETING: Monday, February
Norwood Ha ll
Mark Twain Room· UCE Information on positio n available in 301
Special Notes: Deadl ine for submitting resumes: January 19

Co-Op
02108199 12,00,00 AM CANCE LLED - WILL RESC HE DULE LATER
Birmingham Steel
Memphis.Chi cago,Cleveland, Seattle, Atlanta, Birmingham )ackson,MS
MET B
MECH B
ELEC B
Junior
Sophomore
Freshman
Senior
2.45
USlPerm Only
Information meeting: 1fI199 6:30 pm ·UCE Meramec Room
Sign· ups released: ti l 1199
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIG N-UPS 215/99
1999
start 1st co ~p worle session MAYIJUNE 1999 AND/OR AUGUST
01109/99 12,00,00 AM
Golder Assoc Inc.
St Louis, Mo
CIVL B
CIVLM
C1VLD
GEE B
GEEM
GEED
GEOLB
GEOLM
GEOLD
Sophomore Junior

02109/99 12,00,00 AM
Nebraska Public Power District
Brownville, Nebraska
NUCL B
MECH B
ELEC B
Freshman
Sophomo re
Junior
2.95
US Only
Information Meeting: 218199 6:30 ·UCE 2 13 Missouri Room
Sign· ups released: 111 5/99
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 4/2/9 8
"""
WORK LOCATION, BROWNVILLE, NEBRA SKA - COOPER NUCLEAR
TION
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE

, ~o

01109/99 12, 00 ,00 AM
Tennalum Div/Kaiser Aluminum
MECHB
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
2.45
USIPenn Only
S;gn-ups ",leased 1/ 11 /99,
Schedule closed for sign· ups 215/99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION Augus.I999

021 11 /99 12:00,00 AM
Hunler Engineering Company
SL Louis, MO
MECHB
ELEC B
CMPS B
Junior
Senior
2.95
will be attending our career fair
Sign· ups released: 1111199
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 215/99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION swnmer 99. foil 99
h tto : / / www . h \ln ~ ... "" ... .... 01111199 12,00,00 AM
LyondeU Citgo Refining Company
Houston, Texas
METB
CHEB
Sophomore
Junior
2. 7
S;gn-ups "'leased 1/ 11 /99
Schedule closed for sign· ups 215199
start 1st co-op work session Fall 1999
01111/99 12,00,00 AM
Rockwell Collins Deren~
CMPSB
CMPEB
AEROB
MECHB
ELECB
Sophomore
Junior
2.7
USlPrnn Only
S;gn-ups ",leased, 1/ 11/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 215m
stan 1st co-op work session MaylJune 99 and or August 99
com
http://www . collins.ro ckwell .

Senior

Grad SIu.
2.45
S;gn-ups ",leased 1/ 12199
Scbedule closed for sign·ups 214199

CANCELLE D
02111 /99 12,00,00 AM
AmeriuQ Cyau.mld Company
CHEB
CHEMB
CMPSB
MGTSB
Sophomore
Junior
2.95
Sign. ups released: 1111 /99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2/5/99
start 1st co-op worle session May/June 1999 and or August 99

UM R TOA STM AST ERS
OPEN HOUSE!!

"Come see what we're all about"

Thur sday , Feb. 11 6:00 pm
CSF 104
Have you ever wondered how some
people speak so easily in front of crowds?
Well, now it's your turn to learn,
Special Guest Speake r: Dave Britton from

Food/Refreshments provided
Questions? Conta ct:
Jason Ptacek (jrptacek)
Dr. Watkins (watkins@ee)

cae

02111 /99 12,00,00 AM
Central Intelligence Agency
CMPSB
ELEC B
CMPEB
Sophomore
Junior
2.95
US Only
Information meeting: 2110/99 6pm UCE Gallery Room
Sign· ups released: 1/ 11 /99
Schedul e closed for sign-ups 215/99
Start 1st co-op work session, June 99, August 99 or January 2000
SECU RITY CLEARANC E REQUIRED BEFORE EM PLOYED

http://www _odci. goY/cia
02111 /99 12,00,00 AM
C ommonweal th Aluminum
Lewisport, Kentucky
ELEC B
AMTHB
B
METB
Sopho more
Junior
Senior
2.7
Sign-ups released: 1111/99
Sign· ups closed 2/5199
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1999
or August 1999

MEC H

02111/99 12,00,00 AM
US Gypsum
MECHB
ELEC B
CIVL B
MINB
Sophomore
Junior
Senior 2.65
,
USlPrnn Only
Information meeting 2/10199 7pm· 201 Norwood Hall
S;gn-ups ",leased, 1/ 11 /99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2/3199
Start 1st co-op work session mayljune 1999 and or August 1999
02112/99 12,00 ,00 AM
Clly of SL Cbarles
CIVL B
2.45
Senior
Sophomore Junior
Sign· ups released: 1111199
Schedule closed for sign-ups: 215199
Start I st co-op worle session: ManylJ une 1999
02112199 12,00,00 AM
Fisher Controls
Marshalltown . towa
MEC HB
ELEC B
CHE B
EMAN B
Junior
2.45
USlPerm Only
Information meeting: 2110199 7pm · 243 McN utt
Sign-ups released: 1/ 11 199
SCHEDULE CLOSE D FO R SIGN-UPS 215199
l9
STA RT 1ST CO.Op WO RK SESS ION May/June 1999 andlor AUllL
ht.tp:// www .frco.com /Fishe r
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2I12J99 12:0(UlO AM
:EAppI"' ....
ouisville. KY; Bloomington, Indiana
IEeH B
ELEe B
ophomore
Junior
Senior
.95
1S/Pcm1 Only
ign-ups ",leased 1111/99
ign-ups closed: 215/99
TART 1ST co-op WORK SESSION A",ust 1999

NTN Bower
IItEC H B
METB
Sophomore
Junior
2.7
Sign-ups released: 1122199
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2/ 12J99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION May/June - Aug 1999 or Jan 2000 - Aug
2000

2I12J99 12:00:00 AM

CANCELLED

=wlkMCCorpontHMI
lristow. Oklahoma
: HE B
~Ee H

£lEe B

EIltAN B

Junior

Senior

CIltPS B

F~hman

:ign·ups "'leased: 1/11/99
:ign-ups closed 215/99
tart 1st co-op work session May/June 1999 and or August 99

Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.95
fnfoonation meeting 2122199 6:30 pm - UCE Mark Twain room
Sign-ups released 1/ 11/99
Schedule closed for Sigll-UPS 21 19/99
Start 1st co-op work session MaylJune 1999

'2I I2J99 12:00:00 AM

0"1123/99 12:00:00 AlIt

B

<Jphomore

.95

ISIP.on Only

're-recruitment meeting 21 11/99 6pm VeE Meramec Room

:lema Cbcmlcal Company
: HEIIt B

LIPS B
Junior

:OPhomon:

CPI Corporation
Sl Louis, MO
2.65

JSIP.on Only
nformation meeting 2110199 Spm -UeE Mark Twain Room 214

~.nta.o. AlblaDCI

Petroleum

: IVL B

ELEe B
IItECHB
~homore Junior
Senior
2.95
JSlPenn Only
nfonnation meeting; 21 15198 6pm - UeE 211 Men.mcc Room
iip-up5 re&eascd: lit 1199

I ;~~~~~~;I~~GN-UPS 218/99
lick up rec:ruitingliterab.1R: packet before your interview
lttp://'W'WV.MAPLLC.com
12118/99 12:00:00 AM
Sod. .
'ERO B
~MAN B
;opbomon:

f' - ,

,,:,:,,!,:~~~.,

CIltPS B
IItEeH B

ELEe B

runiex'
L9S
JS Only

I

~rec:ruitmc:nt Meeting 211 7199 - 6pm - UCE,. Carver Turner Room - Gallery
i ign-up rdeascdl / 19199
:ebcduIe closed ror sign-ups 2112199
iTART 1ST co-oP WORK SESSION FALL 1999

'lttp://'III'tII'W.boei ng.com
12118/99 12:00:00 AM

:;M M...&c:hrlaC EactDrtrlq
;outheast Miehipn

CIltPS B
ELEe B
IItGTS B
CIlt P EB
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.75
Sign-ups released: 1/ 11199
SC HEDULE CLOSE D FOR SIGN-UPS 21 17199
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MaylJune 1999 and or August 1999

http://'WW'W.cpitech . cpicorp . com
0"1124/99 12:00:00 AM
Allodated Elechic Cooperative, Inc..
Springfield, MO
CHE B
CIltPE B
ELEe B

02125199 12:00:00 AM
Alumlaum C o. of Amuica
ELEe B
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.35
Infonnation meeting 212.199 location.nd time: IMOWlCed later
Sign-ups released: 1/ 11199
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2117199
0"1125/99 12:00 :00 AM
CIltPS B
IItEeHB
Sophomo",
Junior
Senior
2.7
Sign-ups "'leased: 211/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 213199
start 1st co-op work session Sununer 99 and or F,II 99
02126199 12:00:00 AlIt
Adrnn,.nc.
Huntsville. Alabama
ELEC B
CIltPE B
CIltPEIIt
CMPSB
CMPSM
ELECM

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad Stu.
2.95
Information meeting: 2125198 6pm - UCE 211 Melamcc
Sign-ups released : 211/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups '])18199
start 1st co-op work session MaylJune 1999. August 1999. January 2000
0"1126199 12:00 :00 AM

Etbyl CorporatJon
CIltPS B

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.95
Information meeting '])22199 6: 30 pm - UCE Marie. Twain room
Sign-ups ",leased 1/ 11 /99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2119199
Start 1st co-op work session MaylJune 1999
0"1124/99 12:00:00 AlIt
Olia Corporation
IItET B
CHEB
Sophomore Junior
2.7
USIP.nn Only
Sign-ups ",leased:2I I/99
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2119199
homcpage http://www.olin.com

Sauget, II
CHEB
Sophomore
Junior
2.95
Sign-ups open 214/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2-23-99
start I st co-op work session summer 99 or fall 99
03/0 119912:00:00 AM
Ma&num Technoloe1cs
Fairview Heights. II.
C MPSB
ELEC B
Sophomo",
Junior
2.0
Sign-ups open : 1114199
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2115/99
start I st co-op work session MAY 1999 andlor August 1999

h ttp://'WW'W.magnumtech . com

~MAN B

~
lunior
ienior
L95
~-rcauibncnt

iign-ups

Sunny Wall Flowers
meeting 21 15199, UeE Missouri room 7pm

~Ieased:

2J2J99

>chedule closed for sign-ups 2/9/99
)2118/99 12:00:00 AlIt
GM Nordl Amtrka.a Opcrado.,
Southeast Michigan
ELEeB
IItEeH B
Sophomon:
runior
Senior
2.95
Pre-rec::naitmc:nt mectin& 2-15
Missouri Room. 7pm
Sign-ups ~Ie&scd 212199
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2/9/99

uee

02118/99 12:00:00 AlIt
Me,Ellery Aatomatloa CorpondoD
Sl Louis. Mo
ELEe B
Senior
Sophomore
Junior
2.95
Infonnation meeting ']}17199 6pm -UCE 214 Mark Twain room
Sign-ups ",leased 1/ 11/99
Sign-ups closed: 2112199
stan 1st co-op work session MaylJune 1999
01l19/99 12:00:00 AlIt

OyadiG,lac..
AEROB
ELEe B
CMPE B

AIltTH B
IItEeH B

CIltPS B
PHVS B

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

2.95
US Only

SdleduJc open for sign-ups 1126/99
Schedule closed ror sign-ups 2112199
http://'trN'W .dynet ice. com

po

-

show your

Tdt1fora's

<Wile Up

,1107 Pine St

~

romanttc

$34.95
& up

side

When you love somebody, why be
shy! Express your feelings loud
and clear with a romantic Teleflora
gift. Call us for delivery anywhere
in the U.S. Of Canada.

Valentine's Day
is Sunday,
February 14
Open
Sunday 9-3

t ... •
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Uai&rapbla Solutions
0"1123199 12:00:00 AlIt
Associ,ted Electric Cooperati ve, Inc .
CHE B
CIltPE B
ELEe B

- - - - . . , - 12116199 12:00:00 AM

1199

021 19/99 12:00:00 AM

ttp://'ItNW.geaco-op.com

: - -_ _-_ ;ign-ups released 1111 /99
;chedule closed for sign-ups 211 /99
tart wort. as a co-op student May/June, AuglLSt 1999

:CHB

.

PM'ge AMI'

The HERSHEY'S
KISSES",

='"

$39.50

31elefiom
0. . . _

.

. . . . . :.,~ . . . , ., •• ~.

Page
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03/02199 12:00:00 AM
Amtrica n Ai rlin es
MET8
MECH 8
ELEC 8
Sophomore
2.45
Sign-ups released: 1111 199
SC HEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS 2/17199
STAKf 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MaylJ une 1999
03/02/99 12:00:00 AM
Anh Busch · Engr&Desig n-CE
CIVL8
Sophomore
Junior

Senior
2.0
Information meeting: 311199 - location announced later
Schedule open for sign-ups - In2199
Schedule: closed for sign-ups 2/12199 8am
work session summerlrall 1999
#I 188
job descriptions available at the Co-op Office. - look for job description
03/02199 12:00:00 AM

Anb Busch-Powt r&Controls- ELEC.CMP S. CMPE
CMPS 8
CMPE8
Sophomore
Junior

ELEC 8

Sen ior
2.0
Pre-recruitme nt meeting 3/ 1/99 - location announced later
Sign-ups released- In2l99
Schedule closed for sign-ups - 2/ 12199 8am
WORK SESSION SununerlFall 1999
OFFICE.
Look ror J08 DESCRIPTIO N #33 • AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP

03102/99 12:00:00 AM
Anb-Busch-P roject Manageme nt Gro up

SL Louis, MO
CIVL 8
CHE 8

ELEC 8
EMAN 8

MEC H 8

Sophomore
Junior

Senior
2.0
Pre-recruitme nt m«ting 3/1/99 - location announced later

Sign-ups released: 1122/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2112199 Sam
PICK UP # 158 JOB DESCRIPTIO N AT THE CO-OP OFFICE

wort session swnmer/fall 1999
03/02199 12:00:00 AM

AnhB usc h-Estim G roup,MEC H,C IV t.,EMAN
St Louis. MO

MEC H 8
EMAN 8
C IVL 8
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.0
Pre-Recruitm ent Meeting 3/ 1/99· location announced later
Sign· ups released: Ifl2199
Schedule closed fo r sign-ups 2112199 8am
JOB DESCRIPTIO NS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFF ICE.
Look for job descriprion# I 5
work session summer/ fall 1999
03/02/99 12:00:00 AM
Anb 8uscb-Mfg Systems GnH:MPS, MGMT
St Louis. Mo
ELEC 8
MGTS 8
CMPS 8
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.0
Pre-recruitme nt meeting 3/1199 - location announced later
Sign-ups released: 1122199
Schedule closed fo r sign-ups 2112199 8am
86
Job Descriptions available at the Co-op Office - look for job description
work session SummerlF all 1999
03/02/99 12:00:00 AM
Anb8uscb-P rojecf Engineering Group
MECH 8
CHE 8
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
2.0
Pre-recruitme nt meeting 3-1 -99 -location announced later
Sign-ups released: Ifl2l99
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS 2/12/99 8am
PICK UP J08 DESCRIPTIO N #65 AT THE CO-OP OFFICE
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SwnmerlFall 1999
03/03199 12:00:00 AM
Emenon Electric Ap pliance Mtr Co .
MEC H 8
ELEC8
Junior
Sophomore
2.75
Sign- ups released: l / ll199
Signups closed 2/17199

03/04m 12:00:00 AM
D.ana Co rpo ratio n
Col umbia. MO
MECH 8
Senior
Junior
2.95
USlPeml Only
Sign- ups released: 1111 /99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2115199
start 1st co-op work session August 1999 or January 2000
03/04199 12 :00:00 AM
HufTm2l n Engineering
ELEC 8
MECH 8
Junior
Sopho more
2.95
Sign-ups released: 1/ 11199
Schedule closed (or sign-ups 2115199
sta rt 1st co-op work session MaylJune 99
03/04199 12:00:00 AM
Kimberly-Cl ark CorporJltio n
ELEC 8
MECH B
Senior
Junior
2.75
USlPenn Only
In(onnation meeting 3/3/99 7pm -UCE Meramec room
Sign-ups released 1111199
Schedule closed ror sign-ups 2115199
03/04199 12:00:00 AM
Spo rlan Valve
WaShington. MO
MET 8
EMAN 8
MECH 8
Sophomore
Junior
2.45
Sign-ups released: 1126199
Sign-ups closed 2115199
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1999 and or August 1999
03/04/99 12:00:00 AM
Su ndstnnd Corporatio n
Rockford, IL
CM P E 8
MEC H 8
ELEC 8
Sophomore
Junior
2.75
USIPerm Only
Sign-ups released: 2nJ99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2122199
stan lSI co-op work session August 1999 or January 2000
snds.com
03/05/99 12:00:00 AM
Edward D. Jones & Co.
St Louis. MO (Maryland Heights, MO)
AMTH 8
MGTS 8
C MPS 8
EMAN 8
C MPE 8
Junior
Senior
2.75
Schedul e open ror sign- ups 1122199
Schedule closed ror sign-ups 2119199 8AM
2000
start 1st co-op work session MaylJune 1999. August 1999 January
03/05/99 12:00:00 AM
Parke r Hannifi n
MECH 8
ELEC 8
Junior
Senior
Sign-ups released: 211199
Sign·ups closed V I9199
03/08199 12:00:00 AM
Dulen Nine Inc.
CIVL8
Sophomore
Junior
2.45
Sign-ups posted 1111199
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2124199
Start 1st co-op work session August 1999
prerer experience in aulOCad and/or surveying
03/08199 12:00:00 AM
Dow Coming Corporation
ELEC 8

Freshman

Senior

03/04199 12:00:00 AM
8u ter Hult hure
EMAN 8
ELEC 8
CHE 8
CHEM 8
MEC H8
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
2.7
room
Menamee
UCE
6pm
3/3/99
:
meeting
In(onnation
Sign-ups released: 1/ 11/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 2117/99
99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK session MaylJune 99 and or August

Sophomore
Junior
2.75
USIPerm Only
changed interview date to March 8 and 9th..
Sign-ups released III 1199
Schedule closed ror sign-ups 2117199
start June 1999 /AugUSl 1999
03/08199 12 :00:00 AM
Emp ire District Elect ric Co.
Joplin. MO
ELEC 8
C IVL 8
Junior
2.7
Sign-ups released 1-19·99
Schedule closed for sign·ups: 2117/99
Slart I SI co-op work session MaylJune 1999

Wednesd ay, February 10, 1998

03/09199 12:00:00 AM
ABB POWtr T&D Co.
JelTerson City. Mo
MECH 8
EMAN B
ELEC 8
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.65
1 hour in terviews
Sign-ups released: 1111199
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIG -UPS 2n4199
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION M.ylJune 1999
03109199 12:()();00 AM
City of SL Louis
C I VL8
Junior
Senior
2.45
USIPerm Only
Sign-ups released VII99
Sign-ups closed: 3fJ199
2000
start 1st co-op worit session May/June 99 . August 99 or 1:tnuary

esday,

f

LMJSSO
have beCII
'otl:ct in dt
ay be digi
001181

fee a

riOl1. lfyou

O(Chanl.gr

prodUct!O

Ullify. To 0

pltSenlan
2)4-4971.

03109199 12:00:00 AM
Dan a Corporation -Perfttl Circle Sultci Power
MECH 8
Sophomore
Junior
2.0
Sign-ups released 2I8J99
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR S IGN· UPS 313/99
START I ST CO-OP WORK SESS ION August 1999
03109/99 12:00:00 AM
Dttrt - Dave.nporl Workl
MECH 8
ELEC 8

MET8

Freshman
Sophomore
2.65
USIPerm Only
Infonnation metting: 3/8 6pm. UeE Silver & Gold room
Sign-ups released: 918198 Scheduled closed ror sign-ups 9fl l198
Must be able to work 3 or more work sessions
03/09/99 12:00:00 AM
Paulo Products
St Louis, MO
MET 8
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
2.0
Sign-ups released: 218199
Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/1199
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION AUGUST 1999

I RYSLERAN
IOLARSHIP

http ://www . paulo-us.c om
03116/99 12:00:00 AM
Advanced C ircuitry Dlv-Lltlon Sys.
Springfield, Mo
CMPS 8
MECH 8
CHE B
Jun ior
Senior
2.45
Sign-ups released.: 218199
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3110199
TITLE - ENGINEERI NG ASSISTAl<T
webpage address - http://lit tonacdip e . com
99
STAKf I ST CO-OP WORK SESSION M.ylJune 99 and or August

aions were 111
, acadcmican
nFormorei

IingjlOgl>IJl

Clas sified Ads
Frae Radio +12SO$ Funcraiser qJEn

to student gol4lS a-td aganiza1ions.

Earn $3-$5 per VIS3iMC app. We
Sl4JPIy aI malerlaIs at 00 cost Cal 0m a IIistit v.ebsite. Quaified caIets
recieIIe FREE 8Gtly Bocm Box. 1800002-05 28 x 65.
www.ocm concepts .com
Roommat e needed
Preferably F. grad.student
2 Bedroom apt 1 bath, central
heat Gas stove, storage area
Laundry in basement Walking
distance to campus Sl63/mont h
+ 112 utilities Call Elena(h)341 2466 (0)341-6281

For Sale: Mathcad 6.0 Prole$sional for $50 Bookstore wants
$100+ Call 364-0747 or
. e-mail cday@umr.edu

WOMEN'S WEDD ING
SET: Engagement solitaire anc
matching wrap. The solitaire Is !
.25 ct diamond and It has !wi
1/12 ct diamonds on either side
of it The wrap has five 1/12 c
diamonds. Both bands are 14~ 6s' CHANCI
gold and are size 6. It was prlCIIC RI
at $1200, but I need the ~ ilKids'Q
so I will sell it for $600. My phortr COrJloratiol
<ntployers,
number is 341-8626.

Ihird par
loflj~

1 BDR Apartmen t for Rent
~bvcs and r
IF"""""""" """"""""""" """"""""""" """;;O;;
Avail now. $225 month
. JOe po
UMR Students may submit free
Indudes Water and Trash
;c< II 10 prov
info: shawgo@umr.edu
classified ads /0 the Missouri Miner

by sending thier student number
and ad /0 miner@u mr.edu

iarshlps 10 fil
of chil

~stnou.

L-__________~______~====================~~~riw~·

~- -------------------------------~--------~.--

day, February 10

, 1~ ,dnesday, February 10, 1999

_ _i'"
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----Financial Aid---JRAL MISSOURI, INC.
IOU have been employed as a
mworker in the past two years,
J may be eligible to receive free
Jcational fee assistance for your
Jcation. If you have worked as a
m, orchard, greenhouse or poullegg production employee, you
Iy qualify. To obtain details and the
Id representative closest to you call
300-234-4971 .
111 STARTS NEW SCHOLARliP PROGRAM
iral Missouri, Incorporated has
tablished a scholarship program to
;ist individuals in achieving their
ucational goals. The scholarships
~ available to RMI training proam participants and/or borrowers in
-.1l's loan programs (and their
I ,pendents). A maximum of ten
0) scholarships up to $500 each
ill be awarded each year. Financial
sistance is limited to tuition, books,
ass materials and associated cost.
pplications will be accepted
roughout the year. Please call
73) 635-0\36 for an application or
ore information.

I

1999

I

M£TB

USTI999

CMPS B

HRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
:HOLARSHIP PROGRAM
ith an eye toward assisting outIIlding college bound students,
lrysler Corporation recently awardI 1,000 grants to 40 recipients
rough its new Junior Golf Scholarip Progranl. Even though the
ajority of the winners play golf, all
Iections were made based upon
eir academic and extracurricular
fort For more information on this
:citing progranl call 1-800-856-

'64.

III'l9

EPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
.S. ARMY HEALTH PROFES[ONAL SUPPORT AGENCY
'-_--~ :t the Army pay your way through
ledicaI, Dental Optometry School,
. a Doctoral level degree in CliniIlIResearch Psychology. Scholarship
Icludes: full educational fees,
'quired books, lab fees, required
luipment rental, $865.00 monthly
· CaD~747or
ipend. FOR MORE INFORMAedu
ajay@urrt
ION ON ARMY SCHOLARSHIP
, WEDDING B 'PPOR11.JNITIES CONTACT:
EN S
t solita;;] APTAIN DINO L. MURPHY OR
~esoli~ IRS. SHARON MACKENZIE AT
~ and n11aS~ -800-829-0924.
t 1iiaJ1lOOdS 000 eilhel
~ vmtP I1aS jiVe 11 :IOS' CHANCE INC. OF MIS)ods BoII1 bandS are ,OURI
lJ1d~siZB6. lt;;as~ Mtat is Kids' Chance? It is a non200, bUt I
~Y1 )Tofit corporation developed by interiii seD nf~26. .
,sted employers, attorneys, laborers,
lE!( ~ 341
nsurers, third party administrators,
:ovemment officials, health care rep-esentatives and rehabilitation
---e" lI"Oviders. The purpose of Kids'
::bance is to provide educational
cholarships to financially assist the
ucation of children of workers who
ave been seriously injured or killed
II Missouri work related injuries.

%

Which Children are Eligible for the
Scholarship? To be eligible for the
scholarship the child's parent must
have sustained a serious injury or
fatality in a Missouri work related
accident covered by workers compensation. The parent's injury or
death must be compensable under
Missouri Workers ' Compensation
Law, Chapter 287 RSMo. The child
must be between the ages of 16 and
25. When do you apply? Applications are accepted at any time. KIDS '
CHANCE Scholarships are awarded
on basis of need throughout the year
as funds are available. The deadline
for accepting applications for a one
year scholarship (fall and spring
semesters) is May 15th. The deadline
for accepting applications for the
spring semester only is October 30th.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Assistance Office, G-I
Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250
or by calling 1-800-484-5733 - code
5437 (KIDS).
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private, benevolent endeavor established eight years ago wi th the help
of a Canadian/American benefactor.
Each year financial assistance is
available to full-time students in both
Canada and the United States. Full
Canadian or American citizenship is
a requirement. Awards are available
to both male and female students for
all areas of post secondary study. A
minimum GPA of2.7 is required.
Criteria other than strictly academic
ability and financial need are considered in the selection process. Selected
students will receive up to $3,000.
Filing dates for mailing applications
in 1999 are April I st, June I st, and
November 15th. To receive an application please send only a stamped
(US 33 cent), self-addressed, standard letter size (No. 10) envelope to
the following address: The John
Gyles Education Fund, Attention:
The Secretary, P. O. Box 4808, 712
Riverside Drive, Fredericton, New
Brunswick, Canada E3B 5G4.
AMERICORPS EDUCATION
AWARDS PROGRAM
The AmeriCorps Education Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCorps education stipend of
over $4,700 for one year of community service, but unlike AmeriCorps
USA, it does not provide a living
allowance or other benefits. For
information on this program contact
the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall.
AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
ELIGIBILITY CRITERlA: Applicants must be U.S. citizens, of good
moral character, physically qualified
for an Air Force commission, currently enrolled or accepted for the

next enrolling class of an accredited
allopathic or osteopathic school within the United or Puerto Rico, and not
contractually obligated to serve a
state or other party upon graduation .
Interested persons should contact
their Air Medical Recruiter for more
information and/or and interview and
application. (573-446-6750)
STATE SPONSORED MISSOURI
NATIONAL GUARD EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Any member of the Missouri National Guard who is serving in the Missouri National Guard satisfactorily,
and who possesses the qualifications
set forth in application may be
awarded educational assistance to an
approved public institution or an
approved private institution, as those
terms are defined in RSMO Section
173.205, of hislher choice while
he/she is a member of the Missouri
National Guard. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA : Is a member of the Missouri
National Guard Is certified by the
Unit commander that the soldier/airman is participating satisfactorily in
required training of the Missouri
National Guard Has not previously
received a bachelor 's degree fro m an
accredited post secondary institution.
Has achieved and maintains a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of
at least la 2.5, grade point on a 4.0
scale, or the equivalent on other scale
approved by the program administrator, while in a secondary school. Is
enrolled, or has been accepted for
enrollment, as a full or part-time
undergraduate student in an approved
private or public institution. Has
never been convicted in any court of
an offense which involved the use of
force, disruption, or seizure of property under the control of an institution of higher education to prevent
officials or students in such institutions from engaging in their duties or
pursuing their studies. Has not
enrolled or who intends to use the
award to enroll, in a course of study
leading to a degree in theology or
divinity. Has not received Educational Assistance under the MONGEAP
which exceeds or will exceed financial assistance for more than a total
of ten (10) semesters or their equivalent. Application deadlines: Summer Semester taking applications
from January I - April 30. Applications available in the Student Financial Assistance Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
ROTARY CLUB OF FLORISSANTLOAN PROGRAM
The Florissant Rotary Club wishes to
inform students of a loan program
which is available for eligible students through the Flo-Ro Trust. This
program is part oa an overall effort
by the Florissant Rotary Club to
assist in the education of qualified
students within the Florissant

Rotary's service area. ELIGIBILITY
CRlTERlA: A candidate must reside
in the Florissant Rotary Club service
area. (North St. Louis County, north
of Highway 270) A candidate must
have completed a minimum of 60
semester hours at an accredi ted college or university. A candidate must
complete the Flo-Ro Trust Loan
application and provide all required
materials. A candidate must be
enrolled for a minimum of 12 semester credit hours during the semester
of the loan period for a bachelor's
degree, or 10 semester credit hours
for a graduale degree. Interested students contact: Mr. Ronald Schmidt,
80 1 St. Francois Street, Florissant,
MO 63031 or call (314) 921-5100.
SOCIETY OF FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERS GREATER
ST. LOUIS CHAPTER (3
$1,500.00 Scholarships awarded)
The Greater St. Louis Chapter of the
Society of Fire Protection Engineers
(SFPE) is happy to announce its Fifth
Annual Engineering Scholarship Program. Our intent is to promote the
study of all engineering disciplines to
help develop individuals with the
knowledge and ability to meet the
future technical needs of our coun try
and the world. BASIC CRITERlA:
Native St. Louisian, or be interested
in working in St. Louis after graduation . Full-time student with minimum
60 credit hours in an engineering curriculum at a BS or MS level. Financial need, past academic achievements, community involvement, and
interest in Fire Protection Engineering will be considered in the scholarship selection process. The goal of
this scholarship fund is to provide
educational assistance to students
who are seeking a degree in engineering and show an interest in the
Fire Protection field . In addition, to
promote the fire protection industry
by encouraging students who are
inclined to become a Registered Professional Engineer and practice in the
St. Louis area. Applications available in the Student Financial Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Applications deadline: February 26,
1999.
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION MISSOURI MINORITY
TEACHING SCHOLARSHIP
REQUIREMENTS: Be a Missouri
resident Be African American, Asian
American, Hispanic American, or
Native American Be a high school
senior, college student, or returning
adult (without a degree) who ranks in
the top 25 percent of their high
school class and scores at or above
the 75th percentile on the ACT or
SAT examination. OR, individuals
who have completed 30 college hours
and have a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0
OR, individuals with a baccalaureate
degree who are returning to an

approved math or science teacher
education program. Application
available in the Student Financial
Assistance Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Submit a complete application packet
by: February 16, 1999.
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY EDUCATION MISSOURI TEACHER
EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
REQUIREMENTS : Be a Missouri
resident Be a high school senior,
freshmen or sophomore at a communi ty or four year college or un iversity
in Missouri (with not more than 60
college credit hours). Rank in the top
15% of their high school class or
score in the top 15 national percentile
on an ACT or SAT examination. Submit a completed application packet
by: February 16, 1999. Application
packets available in the Student
Financial Assistance Office, G- I
Parker Hal l.
JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL
FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
The Foundation is seeking applicants
with a demonstrated commitment to a
career in teaching American history,
American government, or social studies al the secondary level. Applicants
for a fe llowship, must be: A U.S. citizen or U.S. national ; and A teacher,
or planning to be a teacher, of American history, American government, or
social studies at the secondary scliool
level. JUNIOR FELLOWSHIPS,
awarded to students who are about to
complete, or have recently completed, their undergraduate course of
study and intend to pursue full-time
graduate work. SENIOR FELLOWSHIPS, awarded to experienced
teachers who want to pursue graduate
studies on a part-time basis through
summer and evening classes. For
additional information and detailed
regulations about the Foundation and
the fellowship progranl, or to receive
an application packet, please visit the
Foundation's web site:
http://www.jamesmadison.com or call
Toll-free at: 1-800-525-6928.
AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS AND SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY
The American Electroplaters and
Surface Finishers Society offers
scholarships to upper class undergraduate and graduate students who
are interested in careers in the surface
finishing field. REQUIREMENTS:
Undergraduate students must be
stud ying in metallurgy, metallurgical
engineering, materials science or
engineering, chemistry, chemical
engineering, or environmental engineering Selection factors include
achievement, scholarship potential,
motivation and interest in the finishing technologies Must be a full-time
student during the academic year the
scholars hip is received Financial
need is not a factor Application
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nvelopt: 10: Arne lost often injected, but it may be
~cal SoCiety, A .v~llowed or mixed with a drink.
~trY Undergradu pe powder is most often white but is
grem. 45 Beaco jso known to be yellow, pink or
IA 02108·3693 fOwn. Powder is most often snorted,
inedue febru It t can be dissolved in liquid and
tlliected, eaten or sprinkled on tobaco,1.MER/CAN IPor marijuana and smoked. Crystal
lCALSOCl£'f
most often smoked but can be
VERI'MENT 'UShed and snorted or mixed with a
: LOWSlIlI'SR£ I~uid to inject. The only thing more
~rrv R£QUI . ~'rSatile than decadence itself, are all
musl be
i~e names that go with it. Regardless
~f gradual
,u whether you call them dexedrine,
An
a.~to, or scooby snacks, they are all
en;e ofaccepra e same thing, methamphetamines,
~ they are all deadly.

=

Free To·shirts

10:30 - 4:30

At Centennial Hall, UCE

the American Red Cross

Dogs
From page 10
rarely cleaned, or to live in substandard shelters in un shaded areas .
These conditions and others under
which they live are appalling and
must be changed. The dogs deserve
basic humane treatment.
The sponsors should support the
creation of inspection teams composed of independent veterinarians
(who neither work for kennel owners
nor own a kennel) who, together with
animal welfare people, inspect each
participating kennel to make sure that
basic animal welfare standards are
met. These standards should be established by animal welfare groups .
Dogs from kennels that fail to meet
these standards should not be allowed
to race.

It's sometimes surprising to hear
people abusing others by calling them
"dogs". Are dogs that bad? No.
Some humans are meaner than dogs.

Are you i1IeIes1ed i1

VIo01<i1g on the paper?
Email us at

miner@umr.edu
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Ca le nd ar O f E ve n ts -- -

4:30 p.m. - EI Club de Espanol,
tutor, meetings, HSS 205

6:00 p.m. - Internatio nal Student
Club meetings, HSS G5

6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers Club,
MeN
8:00 p.m.
204
8:00 p.m.
ings,

204
- Tau Beta Sigma, MeN
- Kappa Kappa Psi meetChE 125

Frid ay

Thur sday

Today

9:30 a .m. - UMR Techs sexual
awareness month , Puck
6:00 p.m. - Christi an Campus Fellowship, EE G3 I
6:30 p.m. - Student Association of
Management Systems meeting,
107 Harris Hall
8:00 p.m. - Academic Competitio n
practice, CE 3 13
8:00 p.m. - So lar Car Team meetings,
102 E Mgt
8:30 p.m. - Collegiate Eagle Scout
Assn. business meetings, ME

11

9:30 a.m. - UMR Techs sexual
awareness month, Puck
7:00 p.m. - Show Me Anime, MeN
204
7:00 p.m. - SUB film , Backdraft, ME
104

Satu rday

II

12:30 p.m. - National Society of
Black Engineers tutoring program, EMgt 103
7:00 p.m. - SUB film, Backdraft,
ME 104

Sund ay

7:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fel·
lowship worship service, ME 104

febru
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8:00 p.m. - St. Pats Celebration com·

..

dooblem

""~

mittee, ME Annex 107C, except
12·3
9:00 p.m. - Association for black Students Poetry Under the Stars,
Mark Twain room, UCE
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Tuesday

Mon day

6:00 p.m. - History Club, HSS G-5
6:30 p.m. - Student Council, Missouri room,
UCE

10:00 a.m. - Student Council, Centennia l Hall,

7:00 p.m. - National Society of Black Engi-

UCE

neers meetings, EM 103
8:00 p.m. - Academic Competition practice, CE
313

5:30 p.m. - [FC meeti ngs, MeN 2 16
6:00 p.m. - Panhellenic Council meetings, MeN

6:00 p.m. - Society of Women Engineers, MeN

w

- "
"""'.
..
of"'
"""".
,dM

204

6:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team design meetings, E
Mgt 104

206

aforement ioned office.
Student Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all cbanges to tbe
All organizati onal meeting times and places a re provided by tbe
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Picture gour sweetheart falliog
in love all over agaio.
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Send the FTD' For My Sweetheart·
Bouquet for Valentine's Day,
February 14, 1999.
For the love of your l~e, give a gift
Ihey'U remember. Not only does this
special Valentine's Day basket burst with
brilUanl pink. red and whit'!. flowers. it
includes II magnel picture frame 10
preserve II precious moment

From $29.99
&up

~

Son" of lifo's btn
FTlY"

INomenl ! <om,

Open
Sunday
9-3

Sunny Wall Flowers
1107 Pine St.

!iii-=!f8J[=JbEl

364-3161

Order Early
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